Transgender Awareness SGA passes the Alfond
Apt. housing policy
By DAN SUNDERLAND
NEWS EDITOR

The Student Government Association (SGA) passed a number of motions during its last
meeting before Thanksgiving
Break , including the new Alfond Residency Forfeit Policy.
This meeting on Nov . 18
had a full agenda, but the group
spent the most
time
discussing the proposed
policy. Motioned
by Senior Class
Co-President
Nick Zeller '13,
the policy states
that any first"sophoyear,
more or junior
who
commits
destructive dorm
vandalism
in
Alfond [Apartments] forfeits
their right to
live there senior
year, and is also
subject to the
already existing disciplinary
framework." However, students who report themselves
to a Community Advisor (CA)
or representative from Campus
Life by 5 p.m. the day following the incident do not forfeit
this ri ght but are still responsible for any other disciplinary
penalties. The policy will take
effect on Feb. 6, 2013.
An additional
stipulation was
included in the
original
draft
language , stating
that ftrst-years in
their fall semester who commit
such an offense
but do not have
disciplinary issues through the
spring of their
junior year "may
appeal their exclusion from the
Alfond
lottery
to the Judicial
Board. "
This
point was discussed by SGA
because members felt that this
might be discriminatory or
unfair to the first-semesterabroad students who are not
on campus. Junior Class CoPresident Cole Yaverbaum
'14 moved that the policy be
changed to remove the "fall semester" restriction to this policy, allowing any first-year offender to appeal to the Judicial

Board if they maintain a clean
disciplinary record. SGA voted
on this change and adopted it
into the policy.
Another point discussed
regarding the policy was the
suggestion by Vice President
for Student Affairs and Dean
of Students Jim Terhune to
SGA President Morgan Lingar '13 that the Housing and
Facilities Advisory Committee
(HFAC) be in
charge of appeals
instead
of the Judiciary
Committee.
Woodman Dorm
President Bowen
Tretheway
'14
spoke
against
this suggestion ,
saying that the
decision of who
is eligible to
live in the Alfond Apartments
should not be
left to students.
"Biases
on
campus
that
much more affect students—such as certain people 's views on certain
teams or club affiliations—
could bleed into this Judiciary
processes that is supposed to
remain fair. I don 't believe
that any student on campus
could be removed enough
from these views that they
could make an unbiased decision regarding whether or
not iney Deiieve
that a person
has
'changed'
enough to be allowed to enter
the
apartment
lottery," Tretheway wrote in
an e-mail to the
Echo after the
meeting.
Other members of
SGA agreed and
the group decided to keep the
Judiciary Committee in the final policy.
Heights Dorm
President Em Jamieson '14
suggested that the policy be
expanded to include vandalism in any of the residence
halls. This would mean that
damage in any residence hall
could lead to a loss of eligibility for the Alfond lottery.
However, Zeller said that he
felt that it was most appropri-

This meeting
in Nov. 18 had
a full agenda,
but the group
used the most
time discussing
the proposed
Alfond
Residency
Forfeit Policy.
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The Sirens performed on the steps of Miller Library at the Trans Day of Remembrance event at the College on Friday,Nov. 16. as p a r tqfTransgenderNovember.

Students gather
f or Trans Day of
Remembrance
By SAVANNAHJUDGE
NEWS STAFF

According to the Trans Murder Monitoring Project, more
than 500 murders of transgender people have been reported
in the last three years.
On Friday. Nov. 16, students
gathered on the
steps in front of
Miller
Library
to remember and
honor those who
have been murdered because of
their transgender
identity as part
of Transgender
November.
Tom
Letourneau '13 organized the event
with help from
Sky Dash '16
and Andy Kang
'15. The National Trans Day of Remembrance
took place on Nov . 20, which
occurred over Thanksgiving
Break , so Letourneau decided
to hold the College 's Trans
Day of Remembrance before
students departed. "My hope
is that in the future it will get
bigger and bi gger every year,"

Letourneau said.
"This was one of our key
events for [Transgender November] that we knew we
wanted to have....The month
was inspired by this one particular event. ..," Letourneau
said. He explained that while it
is important to memorialize the
loss, murder and violent death
of transgendered individuals ,
"we wanted to do things that
show that life is good, that
hope exists and that we ' re alt
human beings'- " .
.
The Sirens, an all-female
a capella group
on campus, performed at the
event. Afterward,
Letourneau
shared two readings from Jeanette Winterson ,
a feminist author. Director of
the Gender and
Sexual Diversity
Program and Associate Director
of the Pug h Center Andrea Breau
chose the quotes
which dealt with

...

Dupree also
challenged
those present
to do more
beyond
attending
the vigil.

loss.

"To lose someone you love
is to alter your life forever.
You don 't get over it because
'it ' is the person you love. The
pain stops , there are new people , but the gap never closes.
How could it?...This hole in
my heart is in the shape of

you , and no one else can fit it.
Why would I want them to?"
Letourneau read.
Next , Letourneau introduced
Eli Dupree '13 , who gave a
short speech.
"What I have to tell you tonight is this: I' m
white. I' ve never
been homeless.
I' ve never been
in the sex trade.
I' ve always had
the privilege of
living my life
in spaces where
I am safe from
being attacked ,
where I won 't be
sexually assaulted or physically
assaulted because
of my gender
identity.
How
many of the people whose names
we are going to
read today could
have said all of
those
things?"
Dupree askfid.
Dupree spoke
to the broad concept of transgender remembrance events. "Today isn 't
about an event that happened
in the past ," Dupree said. "It 's
about an ongoing process where
transgender people are targeted
for violence, and that 's disproportionately transgender people
who are female, who are people

of color, who are homeless, who
have worked in the sex trade
and who don 't have support networks of their own."
Dupree
also
challenged
those present to do more beyond attending the vigil.
"We ve
shown
that we 're willing to stand out
in the cold for
a while and say
a few words in
support of those
who fall into
the
category
't r a n s g e n d e r , '
but we haven 't
yet shown that
we 're willing to
do anything that
will substantially affect the lives
of those who are
most likely to
be the targets of
violence."
Following Dupree 's speech , Letourneau read the
names of people
around the world
who have been
i
murdered because
of their transgender identity. The list , which was
by no means comprehensive,
contained over 40 names.
At the end of the evening, the
group had a minute of silence
to honor those individuals who
were listed and to think about
others as well.

Following
Dupree's
speech ,
Letourneau
readthe names
of people
around the
world who
have been
murdered
because of
their
transgender
identity.

"Turning Away From Hate"

A f ormer white
supremacist told
students his story
By SARAH BARRESE
LOCAL NEWS EDITOR

"They all see themselves as
in an active state of war against
the United States government,"
TJ Leyden said of the white supremacist group of which he was
a member of for 15 years. After
he quit , he embarked on a career
of touring high schools and college campuses to advocate for the
obliteration of hate. Through his
own quick-paced recollections ,
the self-described former white
supremacist and neo-Nazi skinhead delivered his promotion of
peace and acceptance to a captivated audience on Nov. 14.
The College 's Bias Incident
Prevention and Response (B1PR)
Team and the Pugh Community
Board (PCB) cosponsored the

event, and students filled the Pugh games like Ethnic Cleansing and dience: American youth. "Internet
Center to learn from "one of the white supremacist clothing lines was a godsend for them," Leyden
said. But "the most powerful
most powerful speakers for tol- like "Aryan Wear."
Modem technology has only
erance," according to Associate
Dean of Students and Director of made racist principles more acSee HATE, Page 2
cessable to skinheads ' target authe Pugh Center Tashia Bradley.
Though he
often employed
sel f - d e p r e cating humor
while recounting his experiences as a
white supremaLeyden
cist,
saw
nothing
comical in the
pervasive hate
messages that
he
considers
too prevalent in
modern society.
He displayed
images of Nazi
figurines available in commonplace toy
stores, raciallyNOAH KOPP/THE COLBY ECHO
charged video Former white supremacist TJ Leydenpromoted his transformed views on Nov 14 in the Pugh Center.

Other members
of SGA agreed
and the group
decided to
keep the
Judiciary
Committe in
the final policy.

See SGA, Page 3
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Swarns on First Lady's ancestry

Journalist writes
book on Michelle
Obama 's f amily
By SAM LEBLANC
ASST. NEWS EDITOR

Last fall, the discovery that
First Lady Michelle Obama
has white ancestors prompted
New York Times Journalist Rachel Swarns to look deeper
into the First Lady 's history.
Swarns ' subsequent newspaper article on the topic only
scratched the surface of the
First Lady 's complex history.
Swarns ' book , American Tapestry: The Story of the Black .
White, and Multiracial Ancestors of Michelle Obama. is the
product of further research
into Obama 's ancestry. On
Nov. 26 , Swarns visited the
College to talk about the book
and her research.
The First Lady 's great-greatgreat-grandmother , Melvinia
Shields , gave birth to children
of mixed-race. Melvinia was a
slave , and throug h DNA testing, Swarns discovered that
the most likely father of Melvinia 's bi-racial children was
Charles Shields , a white man
and the son of Melvinia 's owner, Henry Shields.
Because it was common at
the time , it is possible that Melvinia 's children were conceived
through a violent relationship,
Swarns said. However, she exp lained that there is evidence that

the pair may
have
had
"s o m e t h i n g
more than a relationship born
of violence."
S w a r n s
said that even
after the Civil
War, Melvinia
and Charles
remained
neighbors ,
and Charles
was presumably the father of more
of Melvinia 's
children , suggesting
that
Melvinia may
have chosen
AUCE ANAMOSVTHE CIXBY ECHO
to be in a reJournalistRachelSwarnsexplainsher researchfor her book on FirstLadyMichelleObamas ancestry.
1a t i o n sh i p
with him.
In addition to interviewing a
ancestors to the ancestors of
As a descendant of slaves everyday people. "I realized variety of Melvinia 's and Henand slave-owners, farmers , what I had was not just the ry's living descendants, both
teachers , carpenters , domes- enormously interesting story closely and distantly related to
tics, beauticians and postal of the first African-American the First Lady, Swarns discussed
workers among others, the First Lady, but the story of the numerous other sources she
utilized. She visited churches, reFirst Lady 's ancestry shows America ," she explained.
"how representative her famIn researching Obama 's fam- positories, cemeteries, archives
ily was—and is—of our fami- ily tree, Swarns realized that and court houses to gain as much
lies ," Swarns said.
history is not just in books but information as possible.
Despite the challenges she
Swarns highlighted how in that it "reverberate [s] into the
addition to careers , the First lives of living people." While faced and the potential painful
Lady 's ancestors represent the some of Melvinia 's living white nature of each person 's history,
trends in which many Ameri- descendants did know that their Swarns described the imporcans ' ancestors participated. relatives were slave owners, tance of researching ancestors.
Migrating from North to some white descendants did not She encouraged the audience
South , South to North or from and refused to be interviewed members to look into their own
a small town to a large one , for Swarns * book. She ex- family histories by talking to
transitioning from farm work plained that many people were older relatives, looking into
to domestic work and partici- unwilling to be interviewed be- local archives and using webpation in slavery are all trends cause of this connection to such sites like familysearch.org and
ancestry.com .
that connect the First Lady 's a painful past.

Treworgy wins the gold

Af ter renovation,
dorm awarded a
high LEED score
By DAN SUNDERLAND
NEWS EDITOR

The United States Green
Building Council officially
awarded Treworgy Hall a Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED) Gold
Certification earlier this month.
The
College
opened Treworgy as a fraternity house in the
1950s and the
College's most
recent
renovations of the building occurred last
year. The renovation included
improvements
in the ventilation and heating
systems, insulation, plumbing
and other water
fixtures and power-saving systems such as motion sensors
and light timers.
According to the Colby Maga-

zine website, the new renovation
also expanded the building by
1,900 square-feet, adding more
"lounge space, an elevator for
better accessibility, recycling
centers and indoor bike rooms."
The College has been renovating residence halls on a
rotating basis and has concentrated on the Roberts row buildings in recent years. The plans
for these renovations consistently keep LEED philosophies
in mind.
LEED certifications can be
the basic certification, silver,
gold or platinum. The level
is
determined
by the number
of points earned
for environmentally-friendly
features such as
those
included
in the Treworgy
renovation. Six
other buildings
on campus are
LEED certified
silver or higher,
including
the
Schair-SwensonWatson Alumni Center, the Diamond Building, Cotter Union
and all residence halls renovated since 2008.

The plans
for these
renovations
consistently
keep LEED
philosophies
in mind.

Man describes former racism
From HATE, Page 1

tool is music." After displaying
the lyrics to a number of hateridden songs that are available
on iTunes, Leyden said, "This is
genocide on CD."
Leyden*s own connection to
the neo-Nazi skinhead movement began during his childhood,
when older members of the movement used the tear down, build up
"technique" to promote gang loyalty, he said. According to Leyden,
another organization that employs
that technique is the United States
military, where his own white supremacist roots flourished into a
full-blown obsession.
Though he has undergone multiple painful tattoo-removal operations, Leyden was once covered in
21 tattoos of white supremacist,
anti-Semitic and recognizably intolerant symbols. Abandoning the
deeply ingrained "might makes

right" principle was only possible They were going to be secfor Leyden when he came to the ond-generation skinheads. "
realization that his
The
recogchildren might folnition that he
low his example.
did not want
When
his
his children to
three-year-old
grow up as he
son shut off the
did caused Leyfive sons
television when
den to rethink
GuIIah
Gulfah
his own white
Island , a chilsupremacist indren 's show with
volvement.
In
black characters,
1996 ,
Leyden
was playing and
abandoned the
criticized his faneo-Nazi skinther for "n ******
head
movewatching," Leyment and began
den experienced
speaking to teena life-changing
agers and young
"wake-up call. "
adults across the
A father to
country
about
five sons , Leythe importance
den
realized
of turning away
"they were gofrom hate.
ing to be exactly
"For me, raclike the man sitting five feet ism was the easiest thing to give
away from them. Or worse. up," Leyden said. "It was much

A father to
,
Leyden
realized "they
were going to
be exactly like
the man
sitting five
feet away
from them.
Or worse."

harder to give up my sense of
power." Though his decision
prompted death threats and hatred from his former friends,
Leyden felt that his mission
was to "help the world stop creating men like me."
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TreworgyHallreceivedcertificationfor
its environmentall
y renovations.
y f riendl
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Disciplinary Report
Sept. 22- Oct. 22, 2012
Charge:
Underage possession/consumption of
hard alcohol

Quantity:
6

Sanction:
Permanent hard alcohol disciplinary
probation

Underage possession/consumption of
beer/wine

10

Disciplinary warning; disciplinary
probation (2nd offenses)

Open container

1

Disciplinary warning

Attempting to purchase alcohol with a
false I.D.

3

Disciplinary warning

WRITE FOR THE COLBY ECHO

Drug possession and/or use of marijuana
(smoking in a non-desginated area:
indoors)

6

Permanent disciplinary probation;
$150.00 fine

The Echo is always accepting new staff writers!
Our writers regularly interact with a wide variety
of members from the Colby community and
beyond. They learn how to write in the
journalistic style and have the opportunity to
attend many interesting and educational events
on campus.
Join the Echo staff!

Fire safety violation (failure to exit building during a fire alarm)

6

$100.00 fine

Vandalism

3

Disciplinary probation, restitution, letters
of apology to residents of affected dorms

Disrespect toward security, failure to
comply

2

Disciplinary probation

Theft

1

Suspension

Unwanted physical contact with a staff
member, drunk and disorderly conduct,
failure to comply

1

Suspension, permanent disciplinary probation, letters of apology to staff

Colby College Department of Security
Incident Report Log

Students, faculty and staff discuss safe spaces
By DAN SUNDERLAND
NEWS EDITOR

Following a student survey
regarding where students feel
safe on campus, a large number
of organizations co-sponsored a
discussion regarding the survey's
findings and what can be done to
make students feel safer everywhere on campus.
The event , titled "(Re)map-

Sample Results from
Safe Spaces Survey

Percentages indicate the
proportions of respondants
who matched the space to
the statement.
|
Spaces freefrom heterosexism
1. Pugh Center
46.1%
2. Health Center
39.1%
3. Academic Buildings
37.6%
Spaces free from racism
1. Pugh Center
2. Health Center
3. Library

42%

35.1%

ping Safe Spaces" and held in
the Pugh Center at 8:00 p.m.
on Nov. 27 , was co-sponsored
by the Feminist Alliance, the
Pugh Community Board (PCB),
Campus Conversations on Race
(CCOR), the Woman of Color
Alliance (WOCA) and the Diversity Peer Education class.
The event was very well-attended and participants included staff and faculty members,
Community Advisors (CAs) and
concerned students.
Katie Curran '14 gave a short
introduction for the event and
gave general instructions as to
how the evening would proceed.
A summary of the survey results was projected onto a screen
and a banner asking students, "Do
you feel safe?" with written responses on it was displayed on the
walls of the Pugh Center. Discussion on these items and campus
safety in general began in groups
of five or more, guided by a list of
general questions placed on each
group's table. However, the conversations branched significantly
from these questions, covering a
broad spectrum of topics related
to who creates safe spaces, what
this means and how the percep-

tion of spaces may be changed.
Safety in terms of both physical
safety and freedom of expression
were discussed.
In one group, CA Kate Connolly * 14 was interested in how
she and other CAs can have a
role in how spaces are perceived. Other members of her
group discussed this point and
agreed that CAs could have
an important role in making
spaces safer if they are active
and visible in their respective
residence halls.
"We spend a lot of time in
training talking about how we
can make the College and, more
specifically, the dorms a safer
place for students. I interpret
this to mean CAs have the responsibility to make people feel
included, welcomed, respected
and able to express their individuality. We as a group are interested in how we can improve
and make dorms safer places,"
Connolly said in an e-mail after
the event.
In that same group, Student
Government Association (SGA)
President Morgan Lingar ' 13
suggested that an honor code,
pled ge or other means of ad-

dressing values might help in
addressing personal safety on
the Hill. Matriculating firstyears would be taught this series of values and this would
become the norm on campus.
This group generally agreed
with this statement , but Rachel
Haines ' 13 said that , for this initiative to be successful, "all , or
at least the vast majority, of current students need to commit to
making a change and convince
in-coming students that this is
an important part of Colby."
Other groups discussed the
power of students in making this
change and the possible effects
that a multicultural literacy class
or graduation requirement might
have on student perceptions of
campus safety.
Curran concluded the event by
encouraging students to start similar conversations on the Hill and
read what other students wrote on
the "Do you feel safe?" banner.
Curran said in an e-mail after the event , "I want the community to have better ways to
address issues of diversity on
campus and to develop a strong
sense of accountability, selfefficacy and respect."

echo
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news brief

The Four Winds screens PBS movie
The Four Winds recently held a screening of the movie A Thief
of Time, a 2004 PBS TV movie produced by Robert Redford.
The movie involved the mysterious theft of Anasazi pottery on a
reservation in New Mexico and the disappearance of a local archaeologist. The screening was a part of Native American Awareness Month.
In a discussion after the him. Four Winds Co-President Carter
Stevens '13 said, "The whole issue of antiquities seems like it
would be very interesting," because it brings up the idea of tribal
jurisdiction over artifacts, a problem in many Native American
communities. Overall, the club found the movie's premise interesting, but some said that the film could have been better.
The Four Winds Club is "an alliance for Native American and
fellow Colby students that provides opportunities to explore and
experience various aspects of Native American Indian cultures,"
according to its profile on the College 's website. Four Winds
hosts trips to local Native American reservations, including an
upcoming Alternative Spring Break trip to a Wabanaki reservation which Stevens will lead. Students from Bates and Bowdoin
will join students from the College for the trip.
The club welcomes increased participation from members
of the College community wishing to learn more about Native
American culture.
— Griffin Metto, News Staff

32.2%

Spaces free from sexism
1. Pugh Center
32.4%
2. Health Center
28.3%
3. Library
27.8%

READ THE ECHO ONLINE

Spaces wheresexual violence occurs
1. Residence Halls
14.7%
2. Apartments
12.9%
3. Cotter Union and offcampus social spaces
7.7%
Spaces wherefull self
expression occurs
1. Pugh Center
28.6%
2. Trails/edges of campus
28.1%
3. Academic Buildings

Visit www.TheColbyEcho.com
for all of our weekly articles as well
as our blog. You can also get updates
through our Facebook and Twitter pages.

27.3%

Data courtesy of Katie Curran '14.
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The Pugh Center wasf illed with members of the College community, all interested in discussing safe campus spaces.

SGA approvesproposals and clubs
From SQA, Page 1

Career Center
motion discussed,
six clubsapproved
ate to have the policy apply to
only the Alfond Apartments
because there would be "a
clear connection " between the
damage and the penalty. This
point was not proposed as an
amendment nor discussed further at this meeting.
the
motion
Ultimately,
passed by a large margin , with
33 representatives voting for
the policy as amended and six
voting against it. The Coflege
Affairs Committee and HVAC
have both discussed the policy
and agreed to support it once
it passed within SGA.
Sophomore Class President
Justin Deckert '15 proposed
another
heavily-discussed
motion that SGA suggest that

the Career Center explore
new ways to contact and advertise to students. He said
that students of all class years
have expressed their frustration with the multiple daily
e-mails , sent by the Career
Center as Official Announcements. Severa l other SGA representatives also agreed that
this usage decreases the importance or general credibility of the Official Announcements system.
SGA Publicity Chair Monica Davis '13 suggested that
this motion be amended to include specific suggestions for
the Career Center, and many
representatives had ideas as
to how this could be accomplished. AMS Dorm President
John Williams '13 suggested
tailoring e-mails to specific
audiences , Alfond Apartments
President Pasquale Eckert
* 13 suggested a weekly email with General Announcements-style headings be used
and Goddard-Hodg kins Dorm

President Milton Guillen '15
suggested an online calendar
format. These and other suggestions were discussed , but
Tretheway eventually successfully moved to table the
motion so that SGA may develop the idea further.
Clubs approved at this
meeting were the new Colby Community Enrichment
Program (CCEP), the Colby
Quaker Fellowship, the Men
of Color Alliance , the Challenge (a Tough Mudder competition team) the Colby
Figure Skating Club and the
Colby-Bowdoin-Bates
Alliance. The Screenprinter 's
Guild was also reactivated as
a campus club. Deckert also
proposed SGA by-law 12-03,
which states , "At the end of
each academic year, it is the
responsibility of the SGA
Secretary to submit the year 's
SGA minutes to the library 's
special collections section. "
SGA unanimously adopted
this by-law.
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FLASH MOB DANCES IN PULVER PAVILION
I
THE BRYANT ONE-YEAR MBA
Full-time day program for alt majors

I

• Gain credentials and experience that
distinguish you in the job market
• Benefit from real-world practicum and
consulting opportunities
• Fast track your career, with no professional work experience required
• Specializations in:
Global Supply Chain
Globa l Finance
International Business
i
=

I
THE BRYANT MPAc
Full-time day program for accounting
'
• Meet the 150-hour requirement for
CPA licensure
• Complete your program in two terms:
summer/fall, summer/summer, fall/
spring or spring /summer
• Pursue a tax concentration with summer/fall or summer/summer schedule

!

i

AS A BRYANT GRADUATE , YOU WILL JOIN A POWERFUL
NETWORK OF A L U M N I that includes accomp lished professionals across the country
and around the world Bryant 's College of Business is one of onl y 5% of colleges and
universities in the world accredited by the AACSB International The Association to Advance Collegiate Schools of Business.
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On Nov 16. studentsfrom the Human Rights in Global Perspective class danced to promote awareness of their work \

Visit www.bryant.edu/gradschool to learn more.

Behind the scenes at Special Collections

"
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Special Collection*LibrarianPot Burdick encourages students to visit

By KATHRYN BA1
NEWS STAFF

Tucked in the corner of
M i l l e r librar y, the Robinson
room is home to some of the
College's greatest undiscovered treasures.
The room is part of Special
Collections, the College ' s repositor y for rare books and
archives, where students and
facultj can use original documents for research.

Pal Burdick is the librarian
and head of staff for Special
Collections. "1 have responsibility for holding this p lace
together. " she said. "We have
several other people on this
staff, very talented i n d i v i d u als , that all work in particular
parts of the collection, but it 's
my responsibility to see the
big picture all the time , and
help make all these other projects happen. "
Burdick came to the Hill on
what she called a /i g-zag path

and explored other academic students on a history of Spefields before settling here. "I cial Collections on the Hill.
think I am somewhat typical of "[Special Collections] has
an archivist in that this was not
been in business since the
my first profession ," she said. late '30s and the development
"M y first profession was as a of Special Collections and
the
various
research engineer
significant acat Massachusetts
quisitions that
Institute of Techhave happened
nology, and I still
over time is a
love eng ineering
fasciwork. But I startreally
nating story,"
ed to take a Masshe said.
ters program at
Harvard, just for
"I want to
start
pulling
personal enrichpieces together
ment , and my curfrom our colriculum at Harlections files. "
vard just opened
The goal of the
up all these liberal
project is to
arts doors , and 1
create an onrealized that equations just weren 't
line catalogue
enough for me. So
of all the arI left engineering,
chival
docutraveled
around
ments in the
the world
and
collections.
Pat Burdick
Burdick and
slowly found my
Special Collections
way into the world
the rest of the
Librarian
of archives."
Special
ColAfter spending
lections
staff
a semester in Galhave launched
way, Ireland doseveral general
ing archival research , Burdick
outreach projects , of which the
developed a strong interest in teaching with primary sources
Irish culture.
program has been especially
She is also involved in successful. Students in John J.
projects closer to home and is and Cornelia V. Gibson Profescurrently collaborating w i t h
sor of History Elizabeth Leon-

"I believe
anyone
could walk
through our
doors with
a particular
interest and
we could
find
something
for them."

ard 's Introduction to History
class are currently using the archives for research projects on
a series of historical artifacts
relating to the history of Colby. "[Special Collections] has
consistently been an essential
partner for the History Department as we strive
to teach students
about the discip line of history
and
especially
about doing primary research in
the field ," Leonard said.
"I
believe
anyone
could
walk
through
our doors w i t h
a
particular
interest
and
we could find
for
something
them ," Burdick
said. "We would
love to have people just come
and visit us and talk with
us about what we have , because I' m sure we could find
something of research value
for them. " For students who
need some peace and quiet ,
the Robinson Room is also an
ideal place to study.
A valuable resource to staff
and students on the Hill yearround , Special Collections is

also playing an important part
in this year 's Bicentennial celebrations, as the archives are
re-explored to celebrate the
College 's legacy. "Last week
we just made new plans to do
a showcase of civil war veterans," Burdick said. "We have
significant Civil
War vets in our
college history,
and we thought
it would be great
to put together
some
artifacts
and documents
that talk about
these different
men that fought
in
the
Civil
War," she said.
Unearthing
the rich history
embedded in the
arCollege 's
chives has been
invaluable this
bicentennial year and Special Collections is sure to
c o n t i n u e to be a resource for
the campus c o m m u n i t y for
years to come.
"Special Collections , has
an excellent , creative and
wonderfull y helpful and accommodating staff ," Leonard said. "I am very g r a t e f u l ,
and I know my colleagues
and s t u d e n t s are , too. "

For students
who need
some peace
and quiet , the
Robinson
Room is
also an ideal
to place to
study.

WHO'S WHO: CASEY BALLIN '16

First-year wastes no time to Junior launches survey on
make an impact on campus safe spaces at the College
By ARVIA SUTANDI
NEWS STAFF

ALICE ANAMOSA/THE COLBY ECHO

F-'irst-year Casey Ballin is passionate about environmental conservation and an active member of EnviroCo.

By EMMA BROWN
NEWS STAFF

You would never guess
that Casey B a l l i n '16 arrived on campus only three
m o n t h s ago. B a l l i n joined
the College 's environmental club. EnviroCo , in his
first few days on the Hill
and founded the Colby A l l i ance for R e n e w a b l e Energy
(( ARI ). On Nov. 16 Ballin organ ized a trip to Boston for 12 m e m b e r s of the
v ARI group to attend a 350.
org
weekend
conference.
And lie 's just g e l l i n g started.
Ilav ing
grown
up
in
Gloucester, Mass B a l l i n att r i b u l c s a large part of his
e n v i r o n m e n t a l drive to his
background. "1 grew up in a
h o u s e h o l d that was a l w a y s
em ironmentally cautious ."
he said. "It j u s t became part
ol my nature to recycle , to
t u r n off l i g h t s and to use reusable water bottles. " Balh n ' s l a t h e r , an e n v i r o n m e n lal c o n s u l t a n t , encouraged
him to a p p r e c i a t e and explore n a t u r e t h r o u g h backp a c k i n g and h i k i n g trips
e v e r y summer. "I developed
a c o n n e c t i o n to n a t u r e and
its beauty on these trips ,
w h i c h also fueled my desire

to protect it ," Ballin said.
Ballin
graduated
from
The Waring School of Beverly, Mass. where he was a
three-sport athlete in soccer ,
basketball and lacrosse and
taught a biweekly eighthgrade writing class. He also
worked for The Food Project ,
an i n i t i a t i v e that provides
healthy and sustainable food
choices in various areas of
Massachusetts. After meeting some resistance in hig h
school w h e n he pushed for
green reform on campus ,
Ballin k n e w that he needed to
be a part of an undergraduate
program that w o u l d support
his interests in c o n s e r v a t i o n .
Graduating in a class of
21 seniors at Waring, B a l l i n
understood the benefits of a
small college. "1 looked at
schools of r o u g h l y 2. 000 so
I w o u l d know people w h e n 1
w a l k e d around c a m p u s , but
I w o u l d n 't know everyone ,"
he said. The College 's strong
e n v i r o n m e n t a l science program and i n n o v a t i v e green
technology attracted
Ballin to make the move to the
H i l l . "Colby will be one of
the first schools to become
carbon neutral ," he added.
And B a l l i n , u n s u r p r i s i n g ly for those who know him .
has his o w n ideas of how to
c o n t r i b u t e to , and improve .

the College 's green efforts.
"Primarily, we 're hoping to
work with the administration to continue the process
of divesting from fossil fuels ," he said about his work
with CARE. Ballin acknowledged that the project w i l l
take at least five years and
his goals with CARE reach
beyond just carbon neutrality. "We want to get the
w h o l e student body invested and interested in this ,"
Ballin said. "We need to
move forward all together. "
B a l l i n 's
passion
and
drive have led to recognition from many of his classmates. As a member of the
Green Cluster , Ballin takes
most of his classes with a
close group of about 15 other l i k e - m i n d e d first-years.
"Casey 's a natural leader," Carla Nyquisl '16 , a
fellow s t u d e n t in the Green
Cluster , said. "He 's so energized and smart that you feel
compelled to follow h i m . "
"It is easy to tell that
Casey really delves into the
w o r k w e are assi gned and
g e n u i n e l y cares ," M a r a v i l l a
Clemens *16 , another fellow
Green Cluster student and
EnviroCo member , added.
"With people like Casey,
I am sure we will accomplish many of our goals. "

The "Do You Feel Safe "
i campus campaign , headed by
Katie Curran '14 , is the latest
student-led project to address
issues of diversity and inclusivity on campus in collaboration with the Pugh Center.
This year has seen an increasing push for open and
honest discourse concerning issues of multiculturalism and diversity. Curran 's
project aims to start conversation on how students ,
and the College in general ,
can promote inclusivity and
belonging on campus. Ultimately, she hopes , the College will become a safe space
where the whole community
is included and accepted.
Curran began t h i n k i n g critically about the intentionality
of spaces and the values of
the campus community after
taking an introductory class
in women 's studies with Associate Professor of American
Studies and Women 's, Gender
and Sexuality Studies Lisa
Arellano. Curran defines a
safe space as "a physical or
ideological place where individuals can express their
identities fully due to a structure of rules or an understanding that creates security and
acceptance. " Curran wanted

to tackle questions of campus
homogeneity and exclusivity
and explore whether students
felt safe being who they are ,
regardless of their racial background , ethnicity or sexual
orientation. She wondered if
the College was doing everything it could to make students
feel included and accepted.
To beg in to answer her
questions and give students
a means with which they
could voice their concerns
and needs , Curran designed a
survey that touched on social
issues on campus , though this
list is by no means exhaustive , she said. Together with
the help and tremendous support of Director of the Gender
and Sexual Diversity Program
and Associate Director of the
Pugh Center Andrea Breau ,
Associate Dean of Students
and Director of the Pug h Center Tashia Bradley, and student leaders Kylie VanBuren
'15 , Laura Duff '13 , Berol
Dewdney *13 and Isadora Alteon *I 3 , Curran was able to
poll the student body about
their perceptions of campus
culture and how to implement
positive social change in the
campus culture . The goal was
to fi gure out how to integrate
a diverse student body in a cohesive campus that promotes
security
and
acceptance.
Curran acknowledged that
this is only the beginning of

what will be a long, arduous
journey. The results were unveiled on Tuesday- evening
and accompanied by a discussion led by members o{' th e
Feminist Amance, "(he ' Pugh
Community Board (PCB) and
Campus Conversations on
Race (CCOR), WOCA (Women of Color Alliance) and Diversity Peer Education Training class (DPET). The survey
was an important first step,
but their work is far from finished Curran said. "Safe spaces are dynamic and change
due to the needs of the group
or the community." Students
will have to actively and tenaciously work towards creating a more inclusive , engaged
and accepting community.
Ultimately, Curran 's project aims to draw attention
to ways in which our campus culture needs to become
more inclusive. The students
and faculty involved in the
initiative hope to encourage
students to create the social
change that will make everyone can feel welcome and
safe. "As a community, we
need to construct incidences
on campus in a manner that
addresses the broader social
issues to allow for a continued dialogue around improving the campus culture. "
For an overview ofthe survey 's results , refer to page
three in the News Section.

Curran surveyed students about ' safe spaces '' as part of an initiative to change campus culture in a positive way

Student-led group promotescollaboration

Colby Club Coordination Group helps clubs gain wider audience and greaterf unding
pus ," he said.
This will be the second
Iseman and Biagetti are annual talent show made
also optimistic about the possible by 3CG , and the
future of 3CG and hope group has high expectato attract more students to tions. The show drew a
join them. "Right now, our large crowd last year , at
team 's bench is more than a what Iseman and Biagetti
little thin , and we are hop- described as 3CG' s biggest
ing to recruit students who accomplishment so far.
would like to see a more
The bi ggest challenge
varied and vibrant campus for Iseman and Biagetti
has been finding support
life ," Biagetti said.
Given the club's small for their goals , and they
leadership board , any stu- hope that more students
dent volunteers would play will join 3CG to help them
integral roles in
have a largfurther developer
impact
on campus.
ing 3CG, she said.
The
club's
"Being
a
goals for this acmember of
ademic year are
3CG
does
not demand
largely a continua lot of time ,
ation of Ndaybut it does
isenga 's initiaimpact camtive to facilitate
pus in a benclub
collaboraeficial way,"
tion and allow
they said.
student-run clubs
Iseman
to reach broader
and Biagetti
audiences.
The
hope to make
club works close3CG
more
ly with Campus
visible
on
Life and acts as
campus and
a type of "club
to better incatalyst," a term
Olivia Biagetti
form student
that Iseman and
Class of 2014
Biagetti coined to
club
leadreflect the club' s
ers
about
main purpose.
how
they
can collaboMembers
of
3CG are especially look- rate with 3CG to organize
ing forward to the tal- larger and better-funded
ent show , a collaborative events. "Since clubs play
event that will allow cam- an important role in stupus clubs to display their dent life , especially at
talents and interests to a a small and rural school
larger-than-usual
audi- like Colby, they warrant
ence. According to Iseman the support needed to help
and Biagetti , "members of them be successful and acthe audience can diversify cessible ," they said.
Students can get involved
their experience by watching club performances that by contacting John Iseman
they may not have attend- (jsiseman) or Olivia Biagetti (ofbiaget).
ed otherwise."

"We are
hoping to
recruit
students
who would
like to see a
more varied
and vibrant
campus life."

HOAH HOW/THE COLBV ECHO

Iseman '13 and Biagetti '14 are hoping to increase awareness about 3CG among students and organize collaborative events between clubs on campus.

By ROBIN LEWIS
N EW S

STAFF

The Colby Club Coordination Group (3CG) is an
organization that seeks to
increase collaboration between student-run clubs on
the Hill.
Jean-Jacques Ndayisenga '13 created 3CG in the
spring of 2011. As a member of the Student Government ASsocidtion (SGA),

Ndayisenga was surprised
by the large number of
club proposals that were
approved each week. "I always felt like there were
so many clubs on campus
that were too small to have
significant changes and organize big events ," he said.
Ndayisenga believed that
there should be more interaction between student-run
clubs on campus , especially between those with simi-

lar interests and intentions.
With this vision in mind ,
he developed the concept
of 3CG and worked closely with SGA to outline the
purpose of
the group.
Ndayisenga
described
the creation process as
informal. "[SGA] saw
the need for 3CG* s existence ," he said , and was
more than willing to help
form the club.
When he became SGA

Treasurer ,
Ndayisenga
slowed his involvement
with 3CG , allowing John
Iseman '13 and Olivia Biagetti '14 to assume leadership of the club and steer
it in their own direction.
Ndayisenga is pleased with
how far the club has come
and believes it has a promising future. "I see this as
something that can continue to exist and have a
meaningful impact on cam-
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EDITORIAL

Celebrating each other

JL ^ind of s e m e s t e r stress on the H i l l hasn 't stopped s t u d e n t s
on the from q u i c k l y c a t c h i n g on to "Colb y Comp liments." The
new Facebook page , w h i c h l a u n c h e d on Monday, encourages
s t u d e n t s "To express y o u r a p p r e c i a t i o n of someone w i t h a lovel y s m i l e , great a c c o m p l i s h m e n t s, someone who is k i n d and caring, w h o is b e a u t i f u l / h a n d s o m e . . . A N D G O E S / W E N T to Colb y. "
As of press t i m e , the page alread y had 336 likes , desp ite its
brief presence on t h e web t h u s far.
W h i l e e v e r y o n e loves to be comp l i m e n t e d and we 're sure
m a n y s t u d e n t s w o u l d l i k e to see t h e i r own names on the Facebook page , the site is s t i l l v a l u a b l e to those who have not yet
been "comp l i m e n t e d . " F e a t u r i n g t h e names of students from all
class years , back g r o u n d s and social groups , the page is not a
p o p u l a r i t y c o n t e s t— r a t h e r , it recognizes i n d i v i d u a l s for their
c o n t r i b u t i o n s to the May flower H i l l c o m m u n i t y and app l a u d s
them on t h e i r p e r s o n a l i t y t r a i t s .
As s t u d e n t s on a c o l l e g e campus , we are aware of the e m p h a s i s
p l a c e d on social a f f i l i a t i o n s and looks t h a t often precedes factors such as p e r s o n a l i t y and c a m p u s - w i d e i n v o l v e m e n t . Fi n a l l y,
here is a w a y to r e c o g n i z e t h e unsung heroes on t h e Hill—those
who don 't a l w a y s h a v e (and may not desire to have) widespread
r e c o g n i t i o n , b u t deserve to be app lauded regardless.
True to its n a t u r e , the creators of t h i s page have remained
a n o n y m o u s t h u s far. H o w e v e r , it 's random acts of k i n d n e s s l i k e
this that reflect the close c o m m u n i t y present on campus—a
c o m m u n i t y t h a t m a y o f t e n t i m e s feel too s m a l l to some but has
j o i n e d t o g e t h e r to share its a p p re c i a t i o n for those i n d i v i d u a l s
who d e s e r v e to be noticed.
We app l a u d t h e e f f o r t s of the s t u d e n t s b e h i n d t h i s i n i t i a t i v e
as well as t h o s e w h o h a v e chosen to post about t h e i r p e e r s .
Keep it up, C o l b y, and c o n t i n u e to c e l e b r a t e and c o m p l i m e n t

I THE OPINIONATERS

Comparing the Ivy League and the NESCAC

sphere than one of a NESCAC. Often
it 's the top three or four kids from your
class or a top athlete that goes off to an
Ivy League school. This setting creates a
situation where if you 're not the best at
an activity, then you're not going to be
able to participate in it. We believe that
Over Thanksgiving break, our friends during your undergraduate experience,
debated whether you get a better educa- you should be able to try new experienction and have a more fulfilling under- es th,ai you 've never had the opportunity
graduate experience at an Ivy League to try before; however, the Ivy League
or New England Small College Athletic environment makes such an experience
Conference (NESCAC) school. From i impossible to do.
Moreover, another friend who went
both our high schools, we had multiple
friends go to NESCACs and Ivy League to Columbia was telling us how differschools. When we reunited, our friends ent it was to have teaching assistants and
who attend Yale, Columbia and Princ- graduate students teaching his classes
eton had a very different experience for alongside the professor. Like Colby, the
their first semester than did friends who Ivy Leagues have professors who are
had attended Colby, Bowdoin or Am- leading academics in their field; howherst. It begs the question, which con- ever, unlike Colby, the professors at the
ference of schools offers a better under- Ivy Leagues don 't always teach their
graduate experience. Here are the three classes or mark assignments. Instead,
reasons from what we heard this week- teacher assistants and graduate students
end for why a NESCAC experience will frequently do the professor 's work.
While here at Colby we have teaching
trump any Ivy League experience.
One good friend attending Yale was assistants, they (from our understandtelling us that he found it impossible ing) only help out with marking hometo become involved in the school com- work and problem sets. They don 't mark
munity—he had "yet to find his place at important essays and tests, and they
Yale." He mentioned that he had tried don 't teach classes either. Our friend
out for about six extracurriculars at Yale was telling us how when he got his first
and made none of them. This story re- English essay back, his teacher assistant
sulted in our realization that Ivy League wrote at the top of his paper to see him
schools have a very different atmo- after class. He was then asked if English

Responding to a recent bias incident

our c o m m u n i t y .

—The Staff of The Colby Echo
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On Friday, Nov. 16, someone
wrote something offensive and bewildering on the door to my room ,
Foss 341 , the suite at the end of the
hall. I want an apology, in person , to
both me and my roommates. Also , I
want to shame you publicly.
I was worn out and snoozing on the
couch when , around 9 p.m., I heard
laughter , talking and rustling outside my door. My roommate keeps a
bucket full of condoms for peop le to
take , so I thought that peop le were
giggling and taking condoms. Nothing to giggle about , realty, we should
all be mature enough now. Sadly, no.
So, anyway, I went to our room 's,
bathroom , which is next to our door.
In addition to the giggling, I thought
someone was writing on our door ,
and I was going to open it up and see
who it was, having previously had
negative experiences with people
writing on my door (a giant penis,
etc.). I regret not opening the door
and catching you in the act because
later that night I found the following
scrawled on it:
"NICE GLORY HOLE —> O"
Now, frankly, I am not embarrassed , ashamed or afraid , but you
should be. My initial reaction was,
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of course: F»** YOU! F*** COLBY! F**» EVERYTHING! Moments
later , however, my rational brain
kicked in , and I calmed down , even
laughed a little at how stupid people
are. Does the fact that you are an
ignorant a ****** make me any less
hurt that this incident happened? No.
Do you even know the implications of this phrase? Do you under-

I can't help
but think that
this incident is
the result of
systemic attitudes
toward the
queer community.

stand its history ? Because , your use
of the term "glory hole" doesn 't
make much sense. And why is this
glory hole nice? Is there anything
nice about the forcing of a community underground? About your own
sexual repression? Unless you are
desperatel y looking for me to help
you find some anonymous oral sex
in the bathroom of an airport , I just
don 't get the reference as it applies
to me and my roommates. Since they

are straight women , I am clearly the
target of this graffiti. Either you were
trying to insult me or hit on me (or
both). Neither work. I' m not turned
on, and I' m just p issed.
Now, 1 don 't want to rant about
stigmas and ignorance at Colby, but
I just want to open people 's mind to
the fact the bias incidents are shitty,
and they really don 't hel p LGBTQ
students feel comfortable being
themselves , especially those making the transition from hi gh school.
I can 't help but think that this incident is the result of systemic attitudes toward the queer community.
Some students are out in high school ,
and go back in the closet , and some
students don 't even come out until they graduate from the sexually
claustrop hobic environment (for everyone , really) that is Colby. I don 't
want condolences, thoughts or regards; they make me feel impotent ,
useless and incapable of handing
myself. I can handle myself , but it 's
you , and Colby as a community, that
needs to handle its business (and
perhaps lick the face of someone of
the same-sex).
So, yes, public shaming is my new
favorite thing. And you should be
ashamed. But I still want an apology
in person. My e-mail is tjletour@colby.edu. E-mail me and we can make
a date of it. Sadly, 1 had to erase the
graffiti for the student tour groups
who walk by, otherwise it would
have stayed up indefinitel y as a public testament to your hateful idiocy.

The detrimental effects of our overconsumption
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was his first language because his writing was apparently so bad. Needless to
say, for a student who graduated from
the top five percent of his class, this was
an utter shock to hear.
Lastly, another benefit to a NESCAC
school is the advantage of small classes.
For our Intro to International Relations
class, we only have 60 students; at Cornell, our friend was in a class of 300
people. The classroom environment at
a NESCAC school allows students to
build a personal relationship with their
professor. This enables students to feel
comfortable to ask for help from their
professor as they know that he or she
will not only be always (sort of) available, but he or she will also be willing
and wanting to help. Our professors for
the most part know us and want us to
succeed. While the same could be said
for Ivy League professors, we believe
that this is by far more available and
prominent at a small liberal arts school.
Collectively, we believe that these advantages will improve students' undergraduate experience both academically
and socially. The benefits create a welcoming community that allows students
to find their niche at their school. Without them, students have the potential to
feel isolated from the rest of the school ,
as they would have trouble finding the
area they fit in best and the friend group
that shares their common interests.

Society, a collective consciousness
that somehow makes the individuals in
it feel like they are acting in singularity.
Everything we do as individuals reverberates and affects others. Our actions
speak louder than our words. But do not
let that mean that words are meaningless.
They are quite powerful.
What is the most common New Year's
resolution? To lose weight, and yet every holiday we celebrate is an excuse
to indulge. We indul ge in every facet of
our society. Mass consumption fills the
streets; we buy and spend our hard earned
money on material that we can honestly
live without. The holidays are nominally
representing something of true merit and
value. However, due to our society's ruling class interests we are inculcated from
birth to expect to indulge, buy and consume and then somehow say to ourselves
at the beginning of every year, "I want to
lose weight."
I want us all to lose weight as well.
The fat of our minds, the incessant and
exorbitant excess junk in our consciousness, individual and collective. This is

systems, and the accumulation of stuff
not only connotes wealth and status but
it validates it. However, the poor in our
nation are the ones who are suffering
from this economic crisis, which in all
honesty, we have not recovered from.
Especially when unemployment is still
running rampant. Poverty is at its worst
since the 1960s.and not coincidentall y
African Americans and Latinos are baring the brunt of this recession with unemployment rates above 10 percent each.
So why keep indulging? Why support the consumer culture that inculcates
you into a lifestyle that promotes buying
things we don 't need? If the mass consumption does not break your wallet, it
might just break you as evident by none
other than Black Friday 2012. Thousands
of people over the nation camp out and
wait for commodities. These commodities do not bring happiness, but I understand the need for some and empathize
with the mother who needs a new laptop
for her son going to college. 1 do not empathize with the person who is so inebriated off the Kool Aid of consumer culture
that they leave their baby alone in the
middle of a parking lot.
It is no profound measure of health to
be well adjusted to a sick society. A society where our government functions as an
empire, dominating abroad and fomenting revolution, while simultaneously indoctrinating people into a hyper-consumta. lkL.1t*S«) U..LUI. n,.- HMMI
MMMH

for those of the lower classes by race,
gender and finance. We live in a nation
where more than two million of our
Americans are imprisoned and working
as slaves to the state and corporate powers. This is undoubtedly the mark of a
sick society. "Stop and Frisk" rules the
land in some of this nation's urban cities
and Black and Brown men are stalked by
police and under the watchful eye of the
police state while they fight to survive in
such hard economic times.
I, for one, do not believe in the premonition of the end of days for us; I only
imagine a changing of ages and know
that we will survive after the year 2012.
However, when we are at war with the
world, when we poison our environment,
ignore climate change, ignore racism ,
ignore sexism and ignore our spirituality
we become sick and apocalyptic. I would
not say I am pessimist of the times, I
consider myself to be an apocaloptimist,
meaning I can see the world falling apart
because of war and corrupt governments,
but I still remain optimistic.
So now that we have put Thanksgiving
in our past and Christmas approaches,
watch your consumption and be conscious of your actions. If your money is
earned with your time, which you cannot
recover, then be careful when you spend
your dollar. Do not buy beyond your
means. Ideally, we should be minimalists
in our consumption and expansionists in

More transparency is needed on bias incidents
I saw the picture of the costume more
than two weeks after Halloween. In
class, a photo was passed around of a
white Colby student holding up a packet
of Skittles and dressed in an oversized,
baggy black sweater with the words
"Don't Shoot" on her front. Her face
was painted black in the manner commonly referred to as "blackface."
Dressing up as Trayvon Martin—the
17-year old who was shot in his neighborhood in an arguably racially-motivated act—for Halloween is offensive,
insensitive and hurtful. But further,
using blackface to portray Trayvon is
an act that must be contextualized in
America's racist history. In the 19th century, white minstrels used greasepaint to
paint their faces before taking the stage
to mock African-Americans through
various stereotypes. The "comedy" relied on the commonly-held assumption
that blacks were racially inferior.
Whether or not the Colby student 's
actions were motivated by hate or malice, using blackface inherently involves
racist assumptions about the threatening "Otherness" of African-Americans.
In his book Love and Theft: Blackface
Minstrelsy and the American Working
Class, Eric Lott states that "the black
mask offered a way to play with collective fears of a degraded and threatening—and male—other while at the
same time maintaining some symbolic
control over them." What makes Trayvon Martin 's murder so disturbing was
the racist assumption that a 17-year old
black boy walking in his own neighborhood was a threat.
Upon seeing a picture of the student
in her Trayvon outfit—which quickly
spread on Facebook and Twitter—a student who wishes to remain anonymous
filed a Bias Incident Prevention and Response (BIPR) report. Another student,
Jayde Bennet '13, wrote a letter to her
soccer and basketball teammates to express her reaction to the costume.
Bennett explained the real issue of
privilege inherent in blackface and cos-

tuming in her letter. "Trayvon 's death
is representative of a reality for black
men throughout this country. It pains
me to know that my two younger brothers and my nephew have to grow up in
a society that isn 't particularly black
boy-loving....This student highlighted
a cruel reality: at the end of the day,
they were able to take off the black face
paint and reclaim their privilege, which
is something that many African Americans and other people of color cannot
do," she wrote.

Whether or not the
Colby
student's actions
were motivated by
hate or malice,
using blackface
inherently
involves racist
assumptions about
the threatening
"Otherness"
of AfricanAmericans.
In response to student concerns, Associate Dean of Students and Director of
the Pugh Center Tashia Bradley held a
campus-wide forum on Nov. 7. The invitation was sent to all students in an Official Announcement by Dean of Students
Barbara Moore on Nov. 4, in which the
event was described as "a discussion
about the ways we can, as a community
and individuals, work together to ensure
that Colby is a community in which we
can all feel valued." Due in part to its
vague language, the student who filed
the report "almost didn 't realize that the
bias incident which the e-mail referred
to was the one that I had reported."
Bennett , who originally approached
the administration, felt frustrated that
"the event was poorly advertised , and
the same 25 students attended who

partment of Justice 's Community Relations Service (an organization created
by the Civil Rights Act of 1964) in regards to bias and hate incidents on college campuses: "Many college officials
would prefer to keep these episodes
'quiet ' to protect others who might feel
intimidated if they became aware of the
episode, or to prevent a tarnishing of
the institution 's reputation. This course
of action is seldom successful and can
often make the situation worse....A media policy that allows the university to
provide accurate and timely information about the episode to the community should be an integral part of any
campus response policy."
After speaking to members of the
administration , I hesitate to condemn it
for "keeping quiet." In fact, I felt that
the other notable bias incident earlier

always go to these types of events."
Frustrations over ambiguity were again
felt: "the Halloween incident was only
mentioned in passing, the real focus of
the conversation was on costuming in
colleges more generally." While discussions on the broader implications of cultural costuming are helpful , the administration risks ignoring student concerns
and perpetuating an atmosphere of indifference by not addressing the specific
Halloween incident on Colby 's campus.
Ultimately, the fact that a racist act
occurred on our campus isn 't all that
surprising. We live in a country that has
difficulty talking about and dealing with
race, despite our claims to be "postracial," and the College is a microcosm of these racial tensions. Programs
like Campus Conversations on Race
(CCOR) and the JanPlan Multicultural
Literacy course are great initiatives.
But how can we talk about racism when
we're not made aware of racist incidents
on campus?
The Bias Incident Prevention and
Response (BIPR) system is a good
place to start. The two main goals of
the BIPR committee are to respond
to the student(s) who filed the report ,
and to educate the campus about "issues of diversity and human difference
to foster an inclusive environment." I
admire the BIPR team 's commitment
to students who are alienated by bias
incidents. I also appreciate that the administration 's silence may stem from
the desire to respect the privacy of the
students involved. Yet I believe that
there is a way to educate the broader
College community about specific bias
incidents while still respecting the need
for privacy or anonymity.
To start conversations on race or cultural sensitivity, we need to be equipped
with the knowledge of the challenges we
face as a community. This information
shouldn't come from the grapevine or the
rumor mill, it shouldn 't even have to be
introduced in class two weeks after the
fact, but it should come directly from the
administration. I propose that the College
implement a campus notification system
to accompany the Bias Incident and Prevention Response (BIPR) system.
We are long overdue for these kinds
of institutional changes. Consider a
report published in 2000 from the De-

To start conversations on race or
cultural sensitivity, we need to be
equipped with the
knowledge of the
challenges we face
as a community.

this year concerning the Colby Christian Fellowship was well-handled and
the campus was properly notified. But
when information about potentially
inflammatory or controversial bias incidents is not properly disseminated to
the wider campus (or is euphemistically referred to as a "Halloween-related
incident "), the administration rightfully
draws criticism for not addressing concerns directly.
We would do well to learn from
our rival institutions, including Bowdoin College. In the spring of 2011 , the
Bowdoin student government called
for a bias incident reporting system
with the added component of an online
notification system. Bowdoin now has
—
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a tool called the "Campus and Community Index," a webpage hosted on
Bowdoin 's internal server where students, faculty and staff are encouraged
to report incidents to better inform their
fellow Polar Bears of the challenges
currently facing their community. The
goals of the Campus and Community
Index include the need to "promote
transparency about what is happening
in our community and prompt dialogue
and action." It's worth noting that
Bowdoin includes incidents and behavior in the local Brunswick community
to be under the purview of its jurisdiction , so that a student who attends an
off-campus party would still fall under
the administration 's jurisdiction.
The New England Small College
Athletic Conference (NESCAC) track
record extends beyond Bowdoin. In
fact , Bowdoin modeled their Campus
and Community Index after Wesleyan
College 's Campus Climate Log, an
"online reporting and archival resource where students are encouraged
to inform the campus community about
incidents of hate or discrimination."
Similarly, Connecticut College "keeps
a log of any bias incidents on Conn 's
intranet and immediately reports the
situation and all actions taken to the
campus community."
The BIPR team is aware of these
models among our NESCAC neighbor
schools and has discussed how best to
inform the broader community of bias
incidents. However, Colby 's system remains a pale shadow of other campus
notification systems. Although a log will
be published of the cumulative bias incident reports at the end of each semester, it will then be far too late to react or
reflect on how to prevent such incidents
in the future.
Despite my criticisms, I do believe
that substantial progress has been made
on this campus, and I am optimistic
about the capacity for change at Colby.
Moreover, it 's not only the responsibility of the administration to create a safe
environment—students must step up as
bystanders too. However, in order for
change to occur, we must be informed
about Colby 's climate with regard to
bias incidents and must press for a campus notification system as the means to
that information.
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WRITE YOUR OWN RULES WITH AN MFA IN EMERGENT MEDIA. With an MFA in
Emergent Media from Champlain College, yon don 't just learn today 's media landscape, you dare
to imag ine and create how it will impact tomorrow. Housed in our dynamic Emergent Media
Center, our curriculum is desi gned to develop your crearivity, collaboration , innovation, and
passion , while simultaneousl y, p u t t i n g your skills into practice. Creating bold new visions of the future of media. The future of you. A pp ly now for fall 2013 enrollment. Contact Kathleen Ray at
kray@champlain.edu or call (802) 383-6602.
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Pound the Alarm:
Hipnotik Dance Team
Page Commons
8 p.m.

WEDNESDAY

The History of Native Americans at Colby I
7 P - m-

1 1,
1

Ostrove Auditorium
9 p.m.

I

SATURDAY

Men's Basketball vs. Daniel Webster or ¦
Maine-Presque Isle
I
|
Wadsworth Gymnasium
1
I
1p.m. or 3 p.m.
I
m

Flight of the Frenchies Film Screening

1

Pugh Center

U
I
I
M

IPlay Handball Tournament

THURSDAY

FRIDAY

"Whatever a Person Most Lusts After:"
Poetic Responses to Sappho and
Her Sisters' Poets
Robinson Room
4 p.m.
Brass Ensemble Performance

Humanities & Languages Alumni Panel j
Diamond 122
1
4 p.m.
m

k

7 PJL_- _— ,

|
I
I

Men's Hockey vs. Bowdoin

I

Alfond Rink
7 p.m.

M

I

Dr. Marci Bowers

1

Music at Colby Concert Series:
Hail to the Presidents!

|
I

Pugh Center
5:30 p.m.

I
I

Lorimer Chapel
7:30 p.m.

I
I

Tall Heights Concert

|
I
I

I

Lorimer Chapel

Field House
2 p.m.

,P
Men's Basketball vs. Fisher College

Hidden Voices:
The Lives of LGBT Muslims

Wadsworth Gymnasium
5:30 p.m.

Pugh Center
7 p.m.

|
|
§
I

Women's Hockey vs. Bowdoin
!

James M. Carpenter Lecture:
Janet T. Marquardt
Given Auditorium
7:30 p.m.

1

Professor Janet T. Marquardt will present a lecture
entitled "Making Medival Modern." She will discuss Zodiaque Books , a publishing venture undertaken by a Benedictine abbey in France, and its j
effects on perceptions of European medieval art.

|
I

Alfond Rink
I

^^

I

Mary Low Coffee House
9 p.m.

SUNDAY

I
Women's Basketball vs. Roger Williams I
|
Wadsworth Gymnasium
1
I
K
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Powder and Wig Presents:
A Midsummer Night's Dream
Page Commons
8 p.m. and Sat. 8 p.m.
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THIS WEEK'S FORECAST

www.weather.com
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TAKE CREDIT
JLei|joya 20% discountJ^i WEANDNOW
DEBIT CARDS!!!
*jP(|fr>mSeptember 1st- September 30thjr^
t^glid with current college i.d. Online users, use promo code ' mexicaHju^Bl
Excludes gift card purchases, not valid for clearance items or with otjflS
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Saranac Blueberry Blonde 12 pack
Now Onl y 7.98 + Tax and Deposit
Cycles Gladiator Wine 750mL
Now Only 5.99 + Tax and Deposit
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Lucky Duck Malbec 750mL
Now Only 7.98 + Tax and Deposit
Don't forget to bring us your returnables!
Open Sun-Wed until 9 p.m.,
Thurs until 10 p.m.,
Fri & Sat until midnight
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Thanks for making Mexicali part of your college life!
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We now have the largest selection of domestic and Import beers In
Central Maine.

873-6228

JOKAS' DISCOUNT BEVERAGES
52 Front St., Waterville, ME

STUDENTS IN BOBS

If you could go anywhere in the world, where would you go?
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The big seed vault on some Scandanavian island."
'
• Brett Ewer 14

'Greece—I like Mediterranean food."
- Victoria Falcon '15
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"New Zealand."
-Jack Cohen '15
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India."
. RepecCa Stoutamyer 15
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"My girlfriend's house in Pennsylvania."
- Matt Lounsbury 16
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"Somewhere with a beach, maybe Hawaii."
- Jingyan Guo '15

Wdit , Whdt? Weird News From Around the World

www.huffingtonpost.com f<
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Beijing, China
The Chinese Communist Party newspa per, The
People 's Daily, has published a report by The Onion
which names North Korean leader Kim Jong Un as the
"Sexiest Man Alive ," failing to recognize that the
publication is satirical. On Tuesday, The People's Daily
ran a 55-page photo spread of the round-faced dictator.
Quoting the spoof report , the paper wrote , "Blessed
with an air of power thaj: masks an unmista kable cute,
cuddly side , Kim made this newspaper's editorial board
swoon with his impeccable fashion sense , chic short
hairstyle and, of course , that famous smile ," and "With j
his devastatingly handsome , round face , his boyish
charm and his strong, sturdy frame , this Pyongyangbred heartthrob is every woman 's dream come true."
The spread included photos of Kim on horseback ,
waving at a milita ry parage and with his wife . This is
not the first time that a Chinese newspaper has
published a story from the comical Onion .

ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT

Broadway Musical Revue returns with new and old favorites

Student group
entertains with
song and dance

By GRACE BALDWIN
NEWS STAFF

A fun-filled nig ht of interactive
performances with impressive vocals and wonderful choreography
characterized Broadway Musical
Revue 's (BMR) latest show.
For those who may not be familiar with BMR , it is a group of students at the College that sings and
performs songs from musicals of
many different genres.
Becca Levenson '13 and Kendall
Hatch '13 directed this most recent
show, which took place just before
the break. The group of 19 students
performed 17 songs, all with choreography and costumes to match. Each
song had its own distinct flavor, but
all were full of energy and humor.
"It 's basicall y a mixture of an
a capella group plus a show. You
get the feeling of a cast singing and performing together but
w i t h o u t a scri pt ," Levenson said.
The performance felt very natural and spontaneous , yet the time
and effort that the full cast put in
d e f i n i t e l y showed in their singing
and choreography.
The show started off with a bang;
the full cast dressed in bright neon to
perform "Footloose" from Footloose.
The cast showed the audience its enthusiasm and energy, setting the stage
for a tremendous show. The next song
featured the male cast members performing "Nothing like a Dame" from
South Pacific. All in tank tops and
jean shorts, the boys showed off their
vocals and even their chests when, at
the end of the song most of the boys
took their shirts off.
Another hi ghlight of the first
act cast members Sarah Fensore
'13 , Jordan Lorenz *15 and Ethan
Miegs ' 13 performing their twist on
"Consider Yourself from Oliver!.
The three singers dressed in robes ,
claiming they needed a new "victim " for the BMR "cult." The audi-

COURTESY OF SARAH FENSORE

for students,
f a c u lcommunity
ty,
members andparents.
BroadwayMusicalRevue,a studenttlieatergroupon campus, performedsong and dance numbersin PageCommonslast weekend
ence laughed uncontrollably when
they pulled a random student onto
the stage and covered him in glittery scarves.
The eighth piece was one of the
most spunky and fun songs of the
nig ht. Abb y Crocker ' 13 and Lindsay
Dibartholomeo * 14 sang "Stepsister 's
Lament " from Cinderella. Crocker 's
dancing was especiall y wonderful
and goofy; the audience loved it.
"Everybod y Wants to Be a Cat " from
The Aristocats was also a favorite
of the first half , in which the singers
dressed in all black and cat ears.
The entire BMR cast closed the
first act with "What I Did for Love "
from Chorus Line. This served as
the most serious song of the night ,
showcasing the group 's vocals in
their entirety. In comparing the
first group song to the last of the
first act , it was clear that everyone

was full y warmed up; everyone
showed true emotion and sang with
crisp vocals.
The second act started with a
full cast performance of "Be My
Friend" from Edges. The song was
about lonely teenagers asking you
to be their "505th friend on Facebook. " The lyrics were hilarious
and the cast had a fun time singing such desperate and creepy lines
as "looking at you when you don 't
even know " and "I don 't like you ,
but we 'll pretend were close." The
sp irit and energy of the cast rubbed
off on the audience, who were
laug hing and clapping along. "It
was really nice to have an audience
that was so receptive ," Levenson
said. "When the audience is into the
show, we ' re into it and it gets better
and better." Hatch added.
Another comedic hi g hlight of the

OFF THE HILL A&E NEWS
Children of the '90s can now rejoice; Ben Savage and Danielle Fishel, the actors who
p layed longterm sweethearts Cory and Topanga on the beloved show Boy Meets World
have officiall y signed on to reprise their roles on the upcoming sequel show, Girl Meets
World, which will focus on their characters' 13 year-old daughter, Riley.
The Associated Press reported this week that Shakespeare 's Globe Theater in London, England will be building a new indoor venue. The addition will sit next to the
famous playhouse said "will allow audiences to remain warm and dry as they watch
candlelit performances by the Bard and his successors."
Two and a Half Men star Angus T. Jones is not slated to appear in two upcoming episodes after an online outburst that went viral. Jones called Chuck Lorre 's hit sitcom
"filth" and identified that it did not correspond with his Christian beliefs.
One Direction recently announced that they intend to enhance fan experience by
releasing a 3D movie. It is set to be directed by "Super Size Me's" Morgan Spurlock.
After years of angst and unsuccessful relationships, 30 Rock's Liz Lemon recently announced that she will be getting married to live-in boy friend Criss (J ames Marsden)
as they try to have a child.
Amy Locane-Bovenizer, a former actress on the Fox soap opera Melrose Place , was
convicted of manslaughter yesterday after her drunk driving led to the death of
60-year-old Helene Seeman. Locane-Bovenizer 's blood-alcohol level was nearl y
three times over the legal limit.
The upcoming superhero film X-Men: Days of Futures Past is set to have Patrick
Stewart and Ian McKellen reprise their roles of Professor X and Magneto,
respectively.
Martin Short and Paul McCartney will be featured on SNL's upcoming Christmas show. Short will be hosting and McCartney, after making numerous cameos
throughout NBC media over the past year, will be the show 's musical guest.
The Seattle Art Museum is currently restoring "Sea Change ," a 1947 Jackson Pollack
painting. Restoration started this summer, but the museum just recentl y opened up
the restoration process to outside reporters.

show was the group 's version of "A
Little Priest " from Sweeny Todd.
The cast collaborated to rewrite the
song to be a parody of Mean Girls.
The song was about a fictional
"burn book ," which poked fun at
the other NESCAC schools. In full
Colby garb, four members of the
cast sang about Quidditch at Middlebury and how "Bates is bland. "
The next piece was "Mama I' m
a Bi g Girl Now" from Hairspray.
Levenson stole the show with her
booming vocals and sassy lines.
The seniors followed Levenson 's
song with "I Won 't Grow Up "
from Peter Pan. wearing children 's
clothes like overalls , fishing hats
and footsy pajamas. This piece received the loudest applause by the
audience; the seniors showed their
seniority in such a whimsical and
entertaining p iece.

Following the seniors ' Peter
Pan romp, the two directors sang
a duet , "Secondary Characters ,"
from Title of Show. This penultimate song focused on sentimentality and friendship.
The closing number was "Time
Warp" from Rocky Horror Picture
Show. The whole cast came out in
Rocky Horror-esque attire, from fishnet stockings to a hot pink bustier
worn by Will Bonney * 16. The ending
was representative of the energy and
humor for the duration of the show.
Overall , it was an incredible performance. The cohesiveness of the
cast showed how much time and effort they had put into choreographing and rehearsing each piece. "I
think that everybody in our cast
works so much harder than the audience will ever know. And I' m just
so proud of them all ," Hatch said.

THIS WEEK AT THE MOVIES:
FLAGSHIP CINEMAS
Lincoln
12:45 p.m., 3:55 p.m., 7:20 p.m.
Killing Ihem Softl y
1:40 p.m., 4:10 p.m., 7:15 p.m.. 9:25 p.m.
Life of Pi/Life of Pi 3D
1:10 p.m./4:05 p.m., 9:30 p.m./6:50 p.m.
Rise of the Guardians/Rise of the Guardians 3D
4:15 p.m./l:20 p.m., 7:05 p.m./9:20 p.m.

Skyfall
12:40 p.m., 3:40 p.m., 6:45 p.m., 9:40 p.m.
Red Dawn
1:50 p.m., 4:30 p.m., 7:30 p.m., 9:35 p.m.
Twilight: Breaking Dawn Part 2
1:00 p.m., 3:45 p.m., 7:10 p.m., 9:15 p.m., 9:45 p.m.
Wreck-It Ralph
1:30 p.m., 4:00p.m., 6:55 p.m.

RAILROAD SQUARE CINEMAS
A Late Quartet
2:30 p.m., 4:40 p.m., 6:50 p.m. (Daily)
12:20 p.m. (Sat/Sun)
The Perks of Being a Wallflower
3:00 p.m., 5:05 p.m., 7:10 p.m. (Daily)
p lus 8:50 p.m. (Fri/Sat) and 12:45 p.m. (Sat/Sun)
The Sessions
2:50 p.m., 4:55 p.m., 7:00 p.m. (Daily)
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REVIEWS

Wreck-ItRalphReview:Disneyreachesa higherlevelof computer-animateddnema withnewf i l mI
By David DiNicola, Assistant A&E Editor

At first , !had no interest in seeing Wreck-it Ralph. It seemed like
an electronic rehash of the Toy Story
series; plus , I' m 19 and clearl y far
too old for kids ' movies. I'm kicking myself, however, for not seeing
it earlier because this movie accomplishes two major feats absent from
many modern cinematic works: it
weaves together an unpredictable
narrative while maintaining crossgenerational appeal.
Admittedl y, some
of the themes are
the familiar touchyfeely tropes we've
come to expect from
Disney (surprising ly,
this film isn 't by Pixar), but unlike many
of the kiddy flicks
we 've come to know
and tolerate . Wreckit Ralp h creates a
world that is extraordinaril y nuanced and
fantastical ,
while
sustaining a reality
that provides some
relevant and biting
social commentary.
The movie opens
on Litwak' s Arcade
at closing time , the
precise moment when the last people leave and the electronic characters break from their respective
programs. Through a surge protector a la Grand Central Station , these
characters are allowed to move freely between games and interming le
with each other.
We first meet the titular Ralph at
a "Bad-Anon " conference, a support group for video game antagonists. Ralph (John C. Reilly) is
burly, blocky and reminiscent of
a human Donkey Kong from the

original Nintendo games. (In fact ,
according to High Score! The Illustrated History of Electronic Games,
as a side note, Donkey Kong was
originally intended to be a "Popeye" spin-off, but Nintendo was unable to obtain rights to the cartoon.
Donkey Kong took the place of the
antagonistic Btuto , and Mario and
Peach replaced Popeye and Olive
Oy l, respectivel y). Ralph is scorned
back in "Fix-It Felix
Jr. ," where his sole job
is destroying a hi gh-rise
apartment building.
The
game 's hero
Kenneth—sorry, Fix-It
Felix Jr. (Jack McBrayer)—possesses a magic
hammer and happygo-lucky attitude that
would prove exhausting
had he been the Film's
protagonist. That said ,
writer
and
director
Rich Moore made some
small decisions that had
huge, successful results.
In the realm of modern,
already-cliched
children 's cinema, the
hero and the villain
(read: antihero) join
forces to combat the "true evil. "
That 's not what we see here. Felix
Jr. and Ral ph are incredibl y novel
characters that break every possible
expectation we may have for them.
This is most apparent in an early
interaction the two share regarding
Ralph's presence at the game 's 30th
anniversary. Fix-It Felix Jr., always
the good guy, finds himself in an
awkward paradox between try ing to
be a friend to Ral ph and honoring
his fellow residents ' apparent distaste for the character.

[ WreckIt Ralph]
weaves
together an
upredictable
narrative
while
maintaining
crossgenerational
appeal.

This interaction prompts Ral ph
to leave his game in search of a
medal akin to the ones Felix Jr.
wins every single day. After a
romp at "Tapper ," the pixelated
root beer bar of the early '80s,
Ralph dons the outfit of a soldier
from "Hero 's Duty," a first-person
shooter halfway between "Medal
of Honor " and "Metroid. "
When Ralph wins the medal , he
accidently launches himself into
"Sugar Rush," a (please excuse the
pun) saccharine racing game ruled
by King Candy (Alan Tudyk) and rep lete with confectionary characters
and odd names like Vanellope von
Schweetz (Sarah Silverman). Vanellope, a glitch character, immediately

takes a liking to the stranded hero,
but consequently steals his medal so
she can participate in the race from
which she is usually barred.
When Felix Jr. finally notices
Ralp h's absence , he worries that
Ral ph will go "Turbo " (which I
won 't explain due to spoilers). The
little guy then teams up with Sgt.
Tamora Jean Calhoun , a strai ghtlaced ,
tough-as-nails
military
commander from "Hero 's Duty"
to find Ral ph and prevent disorder and destruction throug hout the
gaming world.
I think that the most successful
aspect of this film is its unpredictability. The characters are not
who we mig ht suppose them to be

and as the plot moves forward ,
our formulaic expectations are
shattered almost as immediately
as they are introduced.
This film creates an imaginative
world that is virtually unmatched by
any contemporary animated movies
and everything, its nostal gic value ,
its campiness, its action and its adventure weave together to create a
wholl y wonderful story. There is so
much incorporated within this film
that makes it worthwhile, but it 's
also never tiring. While in the theater, I completely lost track of time.
Watching this film provides a kind
of suspension that leads audience
members of all ages and interests
begg ing for more.

WWWJOBLO COM H

The newest Disneyf i l mWreck-It Ralph, which tellsthe story of a videogamevillainwho tries to become a hero,is nowin theaters. I

LiteraryRamblings:What I Want to Be When I Grow Up
By Julianna Haubner, A&E Editor
It 's a question that preschool
kids love and college kids dread:
"what do you want to be when
you grow up? " At seven years
old , I couldn 't wait to drag out my
laundry list of career options (I
was a precocious youngster), and
now at 20 , I brace myself as I tell
my parents ' friends that I p lan on
boarding the potentiall y-sinking
publishing shi p. As I face my final year and a half of college , I' m
starting to reflect on my childhood
dreams. Apparently, I' m not alone.
This week , GalleyCat (a publishing industry website) posted a story
about how Linkedln released an infographic mapping trends in childhood
dream careers, interviewing over
8,000 young professionals around
the world. The main countries featured in the survey results were the
United States, Canada. Sweden, Germany, France, Austria. United Arab
Emirates , Brazil , South Africa, India ,
Singapore, Hong Kong, Indonesia ,
Australia and New Zealand , and the
list was organized according to gender. There was no overlap between
the two lists , and almost every career dealt with the sciences. Except
(surprisingly or not) in the girls ' list.
Above "singer" and below "teacher,"
the number three job choice for girls
around the world was "writer, journalist or novelist." While I' m thrilled
to see that my own childhood dream
has endured for the masses over
the last decade, I had to stop and
ask myself: if so many girls want
to write, why is it that male writers
are still topp ing the "hi ghest paid"
lists and lining the shelves? Do their
childhood dreams stay in their past?
Despite the success of female
writers , the American novel in the
20lh century was. in most cases , a
boys' game. Stories of war, travel ,
sex and self-discovery were brought
to life and bookshelves across the
country by the likes of Fitzgerald .
Hemingway, Kerouac and Vonnegut. Even the children 's book was
male-dominated. E.B. White , Dr.
Seuss, Roald Dahl . Lewis Carroll
and J. M. Barrie have been touching
the hearts of young children everywhere decades after their deaths.
In some ways, there 's been a resurgence of that in recent years; Junot

Diaz, Stephen King, Lee Child , Ken
Follett and Ian McEwan consistently dominate the bestseller lists.
But , there 's still hope. Every now
and then , a book is released that tips
the scale in favor of the X-Chromosome and totall y changes the game.
Case in point: E.L. James, Gillian
Flynn , J.K. Rowling (who—fun
fact—actually went by J.K. because
she didn 't think having an outright
female name would sell a fantasy
series) and Barbara Kingsolver.
These women have become institutions after producing some
of the most widely-read and culturally significant works in the
last decade. Flynn 's Gone Girl
was one of the best books I' ve
ever read , thrilling and terrifying me for all 300 pages, and E.L.
James, like her or not , changed
the way that the industry works,
going from a self-published author of fan fiction to one of the
most talked about people of 2012.
This is who little girls want to be
(okay, maybe not so much an erotica author , but hey, there could be
one or two)—so why can 't they?
After I saw the Linkedln infographic , I started thinking about my
own childhood dream of being a
writer. I couldn 't help but wonder:
what would happen if our childhood dreams could carry over into
adulthood? When a little kid says
they want to be a doctor, is it because they reall y understand what
that means, or is it because that 's
their mom or dad's job? Can a 12year old really know what an eng ineer does and work their whole
academic career towards it , or
are they pushed in that direction?
Childhood dreams nowadays barely
make it into the teen years. If they
did , we'd have a lot more people
hel p ing others , working because
they wanted to and not worrying so
much about performance. Call me
Peter Pan , call me an idealist and
call me unrealistic, but I think that
knowing from the age of 16 that I
could be considered "behind" if I
don 't get a job in the private sector right out of college is a lot sadder than being convinced I could
write a bestseller. When Linkedln
releases a new infographic in 10

years, will there be any childhood
dream jobs that are meant for kids?
How much longer can the hopes of
becoming an astronaut , movie star
and professional athletes last if
we 're being told from a young age
that the odds are stacked against
us? I' m not too sure that there 's a
point to try ing if you 're being told
(however nicel y) by your parents
and their friends that you might fail.
My entire life, adults have asked
me what I want to be when I grow
up. The one thing that I can't seem
to figure out , however, is why in the
past year, they 've stopped. Sure ,
by legal standards I'm adult; I can
vote, fi ght for my country, buy a lottery ticket and see an R-rated movie
(even if every now and then, someone asks to see my I.D.), but there
are so many more things that still
make me a kid. I don 't know what
it 's like to search for an apartment ,
be truly on my own, pay an electric
bill or balance a checkbook. I've
been working since high school ,
but I' ve been protected by laws that
say I can 't work more than 12 hours
a week. I guess that college equals
adulthood, because we're supposed to fi gure out what we want
to do. But what if we're not entirely
ready to give up on being a kid?
Over Thanksgiving, I re-read
the book that made me want to
be a writer alt those years ago. It
started as a mindless exercise , but
when I got to the last page, I realized something incredible: my
childhood dream had stayed with
me for two decades, but now it
meant something entirely different.
And that , maybe, is one of the good
things about growing up; when
I was seven, I wanted to be J.K.
Rowling. Now, at 20 and spending
most of my life with my nose in a
book , I want to f ind J.K. Rowling.
I want to be the person who fishes
a manuscript out of the slush pile
and helps it become something that
changes lives. It probably won 't
be easy and sure, I mi ght be making a coup le of bucks less than the
econ majors, but it won 't matter
and I'll pursue it anyway, because
I'll be doing the thing I've always
wanted to do. And I think that 's the
most adult decision I' ve ever made.

12 Step Meeting
Wednesdays@ Noon
Rose Chapel
All Welcome
THIS WEEKEND ON CAMPUS:
HIPNOTIK DANCE TEAM PRESENTS...

POUND THE ALARM.

THURSDAY 8 P.M., PAGE COMMONS
POWDER & WIG PRESENTS...

A MIDSUMMER NIGHT'S DREAM
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY 8 P.M.. PAGE COMMONS
COLBY THEATER AND DANCE PRESENTS...

PROJECT 49

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY 7:30 P.M., STRIDER THEATER
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Patriots take it to Jets on Thanksgiving Day
On Thanksgiving, the New
Eng land Patriots feasted not onl>
on turkey, hut also on the carcass
that was the New York Jets. What
started as a 0-0 defensive slugfest
quickl) turned into a rout as the
Patriots scored 35 points in the
second quarter. This total tied
for the fourth-highest number of
points scored in that time frame
in league history. A 35-3 score at
halftime let everyone know that
the game, and probably the division , belongs to New Eng land
again this year.
Near the end of the second
quarter the Pats scored 21 points
in just four plays in a span of 52
seconds, with only seven coming

I

hy way of the offense. First, quarterback Tom Brady hit runningback Shane Vareen in the flat, and
Vareen did the rest , taking the ball
83 yards to the end zone to put the
Pats up 14-0. The score marked
Brady 's second TD pass of the
night. The next time he took the
field, he was up 28-0.
On the first play after the ensuing kickolT. Jets quarterback
Mark Sanchez ran into his own
offensive lineman on a blown
play, jarring the ball lose. Patriots defensive back Steve Gregory
picked it up mid-stride and galloped to the end/one. Sanchez
fumbled as a result of an incredible disp lay of athletic prowess from defensive tackle Vince
Wilfork , who essentially used an
opposing player 's body as a blunt
object in tackling Sanchez
Then the Patriots fi gured out
another creative way to score
points. Special (earner Devin McCourty hit Jets return man Joe
McKnig ht an extremely sound

tackle , and again the ball popped
loose. High school coaches will
be paying royalties to NBC for
years to show their
kids how to tackle
with this tape. The
Julian
Patriots '
Edelman
caught
the ball in midair
as though he was
catching a spiral
from Brady, and he
took it to the house
for the third TD in
under a minute.
Edelman
was
standing in New
York's end zone
again under six
minutes later , this
time after catching
a 56-yard bomb
over the shoulder
from Brady. Despite a last-second
field goal before half-time for the
Jets, the game was over at that
point.

The Jets scored 12 unanswered
points in the third quarter, but the
Pats responded with a quarterback
sneak from Brady
early in the fourth
to increase the lead
to 42-12. Brady
finished with 323
yards and four total touchdowns in
another great night
that puts him in the
MVP conversation
again this year.
The more surprising
good
news was that
the defense also
performed at a
reasonably high
level , despite surrendering
300
yards passing to
Sanchez.
Three
forced turnovers
are a harbinger of success. Newly
acquired comerback Aquib'Talib
was strong again and the defense

Brady finished
with 323 yards
and four total
touchdowns in
another great
night that puts
him in the MVP
conversation
again this year.

The Week In Sports by Thomas Attal

NHL: The National Hockey
League continues to be locked
out in what many are seeing as
a possible death sentence for
the league. The NHL and the
NHLPA (player 's association)
have not been able to come to
an understanding on a new Collective Bargaining Agreement
(CBA) since it expired on Sept
16. Because of this, all games
through Dee 14 have already
been cancelled, with the very
real possibility of more cancellations on the horizon. However, both sides have recently
agreed to meet with federal mediators. These federal mediators are the same ones that were
key in ending the recent NBA
and NFL lockouts, so fans are
hoping the results will be the
same this time. The NHL had
already missed the entire 2004
season due to CBA disputes.

NFL: Around the NFL, we are
entenng the final third of the
season and favoritesare starting
to emerge. The Atlanta Falcons
have the best record at 10-1. but
the New York Giants pro\ed to
be a threat to defend their title
w hen they tore the Green Bay
Packers apart 38-10. The San
Francisco 49ers are also looking
like contenders behind their suffocating defense and explosiv e
quarterback Colin Kaepemick. In
the AFC, the New England Patriots didn't miss all-world tight
end Rob Gronkowski against the
New York Jets in winning 49-19.
The Pats scored 35 points in the
second quarter despite hav ing the
ball for just two of the 15 minutes. Their main rival seems to
be the Houston Texans who are
seeing Andre Johnson reemerge
to complement the best running
game in the league.

showed more signs of a possible
second-half improvement.
Another promising sign for the
Pats was another strong running
day. Stevan Ridley continued to
shine in his second year, notching
97 yards on 21 carries and scoring the final touchdown to put the
Patriots up 49 and seal the game.
If New England continues to run
it this well and take the ball away,
they will have a lot of success
later into the season. Five non-offensive TDs in the last two games
is also a huge bonus. But , as
we've seen in the past, teams can
either live by the turnover or die
by the turnover. This defense still
has not conclusively shown that
it can stop people without taking the ball away., but that 's much
better than a defense that hadn 't
shown it could stop anyone at all.
The Patriots head to sunny Miami next week with a chance to
essentially put the division away
for good. The Dolphins ' win this
week means New England can 't

technically clinch, but it will be
all but over if the Patriots continue to roll.
After that come the two biggest games of the season. The
powerhouse Houston Texans
come to town, followed by a visit from the newly explosive San
Francisco 49ers. That two-game
stretch will tell us more about the
Patriots than anything so far this
season. Those two are favored to
oppose each other in the Super
Bowl , and if the Patriots want
to make a surprise appearance
in the game, which they have a
chance to do, they have to prove
they can play with these teams.
The 200 1 Pats lost a close game
to the Rams early and then beat
them in the Super Bowl. These
games will be that type of test.
If Brady, Belichick and crew can
prove themselves worthy without
the force of nature known as Rob
Gronkowski, Pats fans should
be excited for the postseason
after the star tight end returns.

I

CFB: For the firsttime since 1988.
the Notre Dame Fighting lash will
be playing for the national title. By
defeating a Matt Barkley-less USC
22-13, the Irish completed a perfect
regular season and clinched a spot
in tlie BCS Championship game.
Their opponent will likely be the
winner of the SEC Championship
game, which will see the Georgia
Bulldogs take on the Alabama
Crimson Tide. Alabama will be
looking for their third championship gameappearance in four years.
In the race for the Heisman trophy,
Colin Klein and Geno Smith have
dropped off a bit, lea\ing room for
Notre Dame star linebacker Manti
Te'o to batde freshman quarterback
phenom Johnny Manziel for the
trophy. Te'o has led and captained
an absurdlydominant Notre Dame
defense, and Manziel has put up an
unreal 24 passingtouchdowns and
19 rushing scores.

NBA: The NBA season has
kicked off, and it hasn't been
lacking in storylines. The New
York Knicks have surprised
many by coming out 9-4 including impressive wins over the
Miami Heat and the San Antonio Spurs. However, one of their
losses came at the hands of the
new crosstown rivals Brooklyn
Nets who have shown impressive cohesiveness and defensive fortitude for having played
together for just 13 games. The
Los Angeles Lakers for their
part were seemingly unsatisfied
with the work of Mike Brown
and quickly replaced him with
Mike D'Antoni who has gone
2-2 since starting with his
new team. Overall though, the
Memphis Grizzlies seem to be
the most dominant team in the
league thus far despite losing
O.J. Mayo to free agency.
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W Hockeydropsseries to Mdd
ByZACHAIWELLHVHAL
STAFFWRITER

The Colby women's hockey team
traveled to Middlebury College to
1
kick off their season with two contests
against the New England Small College Athletic G^nicrenec (NESCAC)
powerhouse Panthers, the fifth-ranked
Division III squad tn the naOon.
In the first game, the Mules struck
first a little over halfway into the opening period when Maddie Dewhirst
'16 assisted Samantha Slotmck '14,
who deflected the puck past Panther
goaltender Anabelle Jones. Colby
held onto its lead throughout the penod despite bemg heavily outshot by
a margin of 10 in die first 20 minutes
Middlebury was able to take advantage of a pair of Mule hooking
penaltiesto even the scoreat one on a
five-on-three powerplay. Colby goaltender Brianne Wheeler '14 turned
aside the initial shot from the slot,
but the Panthers' Hannah Bielawski
deposited the rebound for the goal
just over five minutes into the second
period.The two teams traded scoring
chances forme remainderof the second period, but they entered the third
with the score deadlocked at 1-1
Middlebury took the lead 3:21 into
the third, as Emily Fluke scored off
a nice passing play by the Panthers.
With time winding down, Meredith
Reynolds '13 tied the game at 2-2
by simply throwing die puck on net,
whereit deflected off of Jones and in.
The tie was short-lived, however,
as just 38 seconds later, with three
minutes to play, Madeline Joyce
took advantage of a Mule turnover
and beat Wheeler off a shot from the
left wing. The Mules were unable
to come back for a second time and
narrowly lost their opener, but demonstrated an ability to hang with a
skilled team for the entire game.

On Saturday,Nov. 17, the Mules chance to even their record at 2-2. tunity to score the game-winner in
faced off against Middlebury fir the Colby got off to a flying start, build- overtime, but were unable to convert
secondday in a row This time around, ing a 3-0 lead early in the second a couple of quality scoring chances
however, they were unable to keep it a period. Slotmck opened the scoring
Their inability to finish proved
close contest Colby fell behind2-0 at 9:39 into the first and Papadellis costly, as Colby would take advantheend ofthe first period andbytheend added to the lead with just 37 sec- tageofa scoring opportunity of their
of the second the deficit had doubled onds left in the first
own as their aggressive forecheck
to 4-0. The Pantherscompleted their
Colby beganto pull away six min- forced a defensive zone turnover,
swtep of Colby by a final of 5-1.this utes into the second when Papadel- Megan Fortier '16 scooped up the
timein a more dominatingfashion.
lis scored her second ofthe day on a loose puck and beat the goaltender
The Mules escaped ended Midle- nifty shot right off the offensive zone with just 16 ticks left in overtime,
bury 's shutout hopes halfway taceoff Facing a 3-0 deficit, UMass
Head Coach David Venditti was
through the third period when Lau- Boston began to chip away to cut the encouraged by the performances
,
ren Guarente '15 fed the puck from score to 3-2bythe end of two periods, saying, "I am very impressed with
behind the net to set up an Annie PaThe Mules held onto their lead how hard our players are workingto
padellis' 14 goal from in close.
through most of the third period and continuallyimprove on a dairy basis.
With two losses to Middlebury be- almostescaped with a regulationwin. It appearsthe players are buying into
for which
hind them, the women's hockey team But with just 29 seconds to play and our standardof performance
turned their attention to two non-con- their goaliepulled, the Beaconstied the they are diligently moving forward."
ference games against the University score in dramatic fashion when Dylan
The team travels to rival Bowdoin
College this Friday followed by a
of Southern Maine and die Univer- Caron's shot barelybeat Wheeler
With the momentum on their side, non-conference showdown against
sity of Massachusettsat Boston.
In the Mules' home opener against the Beacons had a golden oppor- Plymouth State on Saturday.
Southern Maine,
two first period
goals, one each
from
Natalie
Fischer '14 and
Papadellis, were
all they would
need to fend off
the Huskies, as
the
women's
hockey
team
picked up its first
win of the season.
Their lead was
cut to 2-1 with
just under eight
minutes to play,
but the Mule
defense cracked
down as time
expired. Wheeler
stopped 20 of 21
shots laced en
routeto victory.
The Mules
traveled to BosECHO ARCHIVES
ton next with a <Colby stayed close with Middtebury through thef irst matchup, but lost game two by four goals.

Longoria locked up long-term

Every year , Dave Cameron,
head writer of Fangraphs and
prominent baseball analyst,
compiles a trade value ranking of the top 50 most valuable players in Major League
Baseball (MLB). He got the
idea from an annual column
by
nationally
recognized
sportswriter Bill Simmons,
who does the same thing for
the NBA. In both cases, the
list is not simply the best 50
players in those leagues; everything from player age to
contract magnitude and status
is considered.
Tampa Bay Rays third baseman Evan Longoria topped
Cameron 's list each year from
2008 to 2011. A graduate of
Long Beach State University,
long recognized as a college
hotbed of infield talent , Longoria was picked third overall in
the 2006 draft. He immediately
gained recognition as one of
the best prospects in baseball ,
topping ESPN's top 100 prospect rankings in 2008.
Longoria 's meteoric rise up
the prospect ladder coincided
perfectly with the Rays ' complete franchise turnaround.
The team changed names
(dropping the "Devil"), uniforms and , most importantly,
records. The 2008 Rays became the first team in MLB
history to lead the American
League on Memorial Day a
year after notching the worst
record in the league. Baseball
in Tampa Bay was experiencing its first success in the
franchise 's 10-year history.
Rays General Manager Andrew Friedman is one of the
most astute and capable GM' s
in MLB , as demonstrated by
several years of competing in
the powerful AL East with a
bottom-feeder 's payroll. One
of his best moves at the helm
of the Rays, and perhaps the
single most important payroll
event in the team 's history,
came in the very early stages

On April 18, 2008 , Friedman and the Rays signed
Longoria to a six-year, $17.5
million deal that was instantly
hailed as a massive bargain
for the team . There was risk
involved to be sure—Longoria had only played a handful
of games at the Major League
level, and there is an extremely long line of top prospects
who have flamed out after
showing exceptional talent in
the minor leagues. And when
your payroll is as small as the
Rays * is every year (in the
$30-55 million range , one of
the lowest in baseball), even
relatively small contracts can
strap a team for several years
down the road.
It took Longoria about two
months to show that the deal
was every bit the bargain
that everyone had originally
thought it would be. He went

He remained
an elite player,
coupling top20 skills at
the plate with
some of the
best defense
in baseball.
He's won two
Gold Gloves,
three All-Star
Selections,
and a Silver
Slugger at
third base.
on to hit over .270 that year
with 27 home runs and elite
defense , earning him Rookie
of the Year honors and notching 5.5 Wins Above Replacement (via Fangraphs). Given
that , around that time , each
win above replacement level
cost about $5 million , Longoria was worth about $27
million to the Rays in that
year alone. He had already
Mil ..-,.-„ ..,1 ttw.
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months into it , and there were
still five years left on it. The
deal was a coup in every way.
2014-16 in Longoria 's current contract are club options
averaging $10 million a year,
which means that the club can
choose to keep him for that
amount or let him become a
free agent. This portion of the
deal is only slig htly saner than
the 2008-13 portion.
That 's why Longoria always topped Cameron 's trade
value list (at least until he was
surpassed by Mike Trout this
year). He remained an elite
player, coupling top-20 skills
at the plate with some of the
best defense in all of baseball.
He 's won two Gold Gloves ,
three All-Star selections and
a Silver Slugger at third base.
And all of this comes on a
contract that he outp layed in
slightly more than two years
after being drafted.
Many people in the past
have called for Longoria to
fire his agent , and those calls
were absolutely reasonable. As
of last week, however, those
commenters were silenced as
the infielder signed a six-year,
$100 million extension that
would keep him in a Tampa
Bay uniform from 2017-22.
Immediately, Longoria does
lose his status as one of the
best values in baseball. But
that doesn 't mean that the new
deal isn 't a good one. All told ,
he 'll be paid around $15 million a year. That figure would
be appropriate for the 2012
performance of the Angels '
decidedl y middling Alberto
Callaspo—Longoria
could
easily double that value while
he 's still in his prime.
He won 't be in his prime
forever, to be certain. By
2022 , there 's a very good
chance that Longoria won 't
be worth $15 million; he 'll be
37, after all. But the surplus
value that the Rays will accumulate in the productive years
o f t h e contract should far outweigh the loss at the end of
the deal. This is how longterm deals work. Cameron , in
his analysis o f t h e deal , prognosticated a sharp impending
increase in contract sizes as a
result of several large televi-

This would only make this
deal better for the Rays.
Perhaps most significant
about the deal , at least as far
as the league as a whole is
concerned , is that it further
demonstrates the existence
of a burgeoning trend among
franchises—signing
young
stars to very lengthy deals
that effectively keep the players signed for the duration of
their productive careers.
The trend has happened
with small-market teams so
far, and it figures to continue
in that tier going forward because the wealthier teams can
afford to gamble on proven
(and thus far more expensive)
star free agents. The Rockies
signed stud shortstop Troy
Tulowitzki to a 10-year,$157
million dollar deal in 2010 ,
marking the first contract to
be signed through the second
decade of this century. The
Brewers ' Ryan Braun is also
signed through 2020. Joey
Votto of the Reds signed one
of baseball' s biggest historical contracts , as he 'll make
$225 million through 2023.
All these players are valid
answers to the classic barstool
debate of who would be the
best player around which to
start a franchise. Essentially,
teams have done this by locking them up for basically their
whole careers. It could symbolize a return of sorts to an
earlier era , when players stuck
with one team for the duration of their playing years ,
creating strong fan bases and
city connections. This is , by
almost all accounts , a good
thing for baseball.
Agents hope the trend
doesn 't take , since it could
potentially spell the end the
huge , mid-career free agent
signings that have padded
their checkbooks for the last
35 years. But the financial
security that these contracts
present to p layers , when coupled with potential increased
value for teams , make enticing offers for young, promising players. Mike Trout , Bryce
H arper and Jason Heyward are
all young names who could
garner long, fruitful paydays
if they can meet their teams at
i utaltt* miHnmnl

DEVASTATOROF THE WEEK

Chris Hudnut '16
SPORT:
Men's Basketball
POSITION:
Center
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Points per game

HOMETOWN:
Chevy Chase , Md.
WHY: Just three games into the season, Hudnut is leading Colby basketball with 11.7 points
per game. The 6'8" center won the Maine Men's
Basketball Coaches and Writers Association
Rookie of the Week award in his first eligibility
of the season. Hudnut and the Mules will next
face Rsher College this Friday at home.
BY THE NUMBERS
16: Seconds left in the game when Megan
Fortier '16 scored the winning goal to lift the
women's ice hockey team over University of
Massachusetts at Boston on Sunday.
56: Student-athletes fro m Colby selected for
the 2012 NESCAC All-Academic Team. Selections must maintain a cumulative GPA of
3.35 or higher.
4-3: Score by which the men 's ice hockey
team defeated Bowdoin in their most recent
meeting last year. The two teams will meet
up again his Friday and Saturday.
STANDINGS

STATISTICS

W. Hockey drops
home-and-home
series with Midd.,
3-2/5-1.

Men 's hockey
falls to one win ,
four losses on
the season.
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M. Hockeyprepares for Bowdoin M. Basketball
reaches final

Bowdoin looms
as def ense lags
behind off ense
By PETE CRONKITE
STAFF WRITER

It could be called rivalry
week for the men of Colby 's
ice hockey team. This Friday
and Saturday, they are set to
face off against the white and
black of Bowdoin College.
In their first true home-andhome series of the season ,
Colby men 's hockey will
travel on Friday to Sidney J.

Watson Arena in Brunswick ,
Maine. There , in front of an
anticipated capacity crowd
of well over , the Mules and
Polar Bears will fight for the
puck in their first of only
two matchups with the Polar Bears this year. Onl y five
games into the long season ,
the rivals will get their whole
season series out of the way
in one red marker weekend.
So far the two clubs have
had very different years.
Bowdoin sits in second place
in the ever-competitive New
England Small College Athletic Conference (NESCAC).
Boasting an undefeated record
through five games, the Polar
Bears ' only game not end-

ing in a victory was a highscoring tie against third-place
Middlebury. Meanwhile , Colby has been struggling to win
games at Bowdoin 's rate. The
Mules now are 1-4 on the season , with their sole win having come this past Saturday
against Suffolk University.
Colby 's record is not as worrisome as it might seem at first.
The losses have not come for
want for goals; led by junior
Nick Lanza , who tops the team
in scoring with Five goals, the
Mules have not scored fewer
than two goals in a game yet
this year. High-scoring opponents have made work very
difficult for the Colb y defense,
and wins have come at a pre-

AUCE ANAMOSVTHE COLBY ECHO

Tne Colby men 's hockey team prepares to face archrival Bowdoin College after starting the season at 1-4.

mium. Bowdoin 's forwards will
be no different.
Ollie Koo '14 of Bowdoin
leads both his school and the
league in scoring, with an impressive ten points in only five
By THOMAS ATTAL
games. The Polar Bears sport
¦ ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR
the league 's second leading
scorer, another junior , Harry
Last season , the Colby men 's
Matheson. Bowdoin 's potent
scoring tandem will be Colby 's basketball team finished the
season
at 1-9 in the New Engmost difficult defensive challand Small College Athletic
lenge yet this year.
The men should be up to it. Conference (NESCAC). This
They prepared for the home- , season , the team matched that
and-home against Bowdoin number of conference wins in
this past weekend with the their first outing. Playing in
Bowdoin-Colby Face-Off Clas- : the Babson Invitational, the
sic. At Colby 's own Alfond Mules made it to the champiRink , the Maine intrastate ri- onship game before eventually
vals came together with Suf- falling to the hosts. The team
folk University and Salve Re- then continued their road trip
gina University for the two-day and dropped a heartbreaker to
hockey event. Both the hosts University of Maine-Farmingand the Polar Bears played Suf- ton (UMF).
folk and Salve one time each;
In the first game against
the games did not count toward
Wentworth Institute of TechNESCAC standings, but served
nology (WIT), Colby seemed
as Thanksgiving time previews
to quickly put a frustrating
for the heated series on the fol2011-12 season behind them.
lowing weekend.
Suffolk fell first to Colby, The team had three firstyears
reach double-digits and
then again to Bowdoin the
next day. In their second game played suffocating defense all
of the tournament , the Mules game. John Gallego ' 16 added
narrowly lost to Salve Reg ina two steals to his 12 points and
4-3. The victory over Suffolk didn 't miss a shot from the
was not only Colby 's first of field. Chris Hudnut '16 also
the season , but also their first had 12 points in addition to
under new coach Blaise Mac- five rebounds , mirroring the
Donald. He came to Waterville statistics of Luke Westman
from the University of Massa- '16. Overall , the Mules hit
chusetts (UMass). MacDonald half of their 48 shots from the
broug ht with him from UMass field and 22 of their 29 foul
Chris Hall , who now serves as shot attempts. The defense
the assistant coach. MacDon- limited their opponents to hitald and Hall seek to improve ting just a third of their shots
,
upon last year 's 7-15 record.
and Colby ran away with a 74The two marquee games
61 win.
against bitter rival Bowdoin
The opening win allowed
College are as good an opportunity as any the Mules will Colby to battle Babson Colget this year to prove that they lege for the title. The game
deserve to be back among the started ideally for Colby as
best in the NESCAC this year. they jumped out to a 7-0 lead ,

W. Basketball wins twice
By ADELE PRIESTLEY
STAFF WRITER

The Colby women 's basketball team kicked off its season last week with three away
games and returned home successful with two wins and one
loss on its record.
Although they lost the first game
against Bridgewater State University in the Maine Maritime Academy Tournament, the Mules followed the defeat with two victories
against the University of Maine,
Fort Kent and Thomas College.
After getting off to a tough
start against Bridgewater, the
Mules found themselves on
the losing side of a 15-point
game entering half-time. However, they managed to find their
stride in the second half of the
game and began to close the
gap until they trailed 60-61
with just over three minutes
left. First-year players Desi
Smith and Carylanne Wolfington demonstrated exceptional
potential adding 22 and nine
points ,
respectively,
while
teammate Gabe Donahue '14
contributed three assists and
had the team-high ei ght boards.
In the final three minutes , Colby put on a strong offensive
effort but missed on four jump
shots in critical moments and
did not manage to pull ahead
before the clock ran out.
Continuing the relatively
positive momentum from the
end of the Bridgewater game
in the following day 's consolation game against Fort Kent ,
Colby surged ahead to a 3624 lead by halftime. A l t h o u g h
the Bengals narrowed the gap
in the second half , they never

managed to get within seven
points o f t h e Mules ' lead. Jen
Nale '14 scored with four and
a half minutes left and put
the score to 58-44 , where it
remained for the rest of the
game. Diana Manduca '13 and
Nale led the team in scoring;
Manduca had 16 points and
a game-high of five assists,
while Nale scored 15 points
in only 18 minutes of play.
Mia Diplock '16 put away 13
points , and Donahue again led
the team in rebounds , contributing nine in total.
After the victory against Fort
Kent, the women's team had

a few days off before facing
Thomas College. Rust would not
be an issue though, as the Mules
trounced Thomas and won with
a 32-point margin. Taking a 10-7
lead at the beginning ofthe game,
the Mules never relinquished
their head start and kept at least
a 20-point gap throughout the
entire second half. Manduca had
the game-high points at 20, as
well as a game-high five assists.
Sophomore Jamie Wallace took
the team-high rebounds, pulling
down seven. Wolfington scored
11 points in addition to tallying
six rebounds and three assists,
while Nale scored 10 points for

but a 13-2 Babson run left
Colby trailing. Babson 's 6-0
run to end the quarter put them
up 31-25 despite the battle
put up by the Mules. A 10-0
run in the second half closed
the gap to just one point with
under two minutes to go, but
Colby was never able to complete the comeback and ultimately fell 60-54. Despite the
loss, Colby can certainly be
encouraged by the all-tournament performance of Hudnut
who finished with 18 points.
Colby had difficulty bouncing back from the defeat immediatel y against UMF and
quickly
found
themselves
down 14-2. After entering the
half down 34-25 , Colby hit
more than half of their shots
after the break and even took
the lead with just six minutes
left in the contest. However,
a 1-4 shooting performance
to end the game allowed the
Beavers to sneak away with
a 62-61 victory. Once again ,
though , a first-year gave the
team a promising performance. Westman hit 80 percent of his shots for a total of
20 points.
Now, the Mules will host the
Colby Classic in hopes of continuing their rebuilding season. Colby will open against
Fisher College on Fridayj'Nm*:
30 and attempt to advance at
home. When- the 'two-squads
faced off last season , Colby
ran away with a 73-51 win.
Coach Damien Strahorn hopes
his first-years can continue to
shine and combine with the
experience of the upperclassmen for continued success.

Colby

On Decfc

the Mules. Jacky McLaughlin ' 13
wasn't far behind her with eight
points and four assists.
Tri-captain Donahue is optimistic about the upcoming
season. "We are working very
hard and are excited to see
how hi gh the ceiling is for
us ," she said. "It 's an exciting
season because we are valuing
the process and focusing on a
game-by-game, in-the-moment
philosophy." With a full week
off , the women 's basketball
team played in its first home
game of the season on Tuesday, November 27th at 7:00 pm
against Fisher College.

THIS WEEK'SFEATURED GAMES
MEN'S BASKETBALL
VS. FISHER COLLEGE
FRIDAY, NOV. 30

WOMEN'S ICE HOCKEY
VS. BOWDOIN
FRIDAY, NOV. 30

I
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MEN'S ICE HOCKEY
VS. BOWDOIN
SATURDAY, DEC. 1

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL
AT BOWDOIN
SATURDAY, DEC. 1
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Colby women s basketball has consistently been one of Colby s' most successful teams over the last several years.
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